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P RAY Eis.

COLLIE9-BOULDER RAILWAY.
SELECT COMIMITTEE'S REPORT ON BILL.

MR. HASTIE brought up the report of
the select committee appointed to inquire
into the Collie-Boulder Railway Bill.

Report received, read, and ordered to
be printed.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
On motion by MR. Hxossju, leave

of absence for one fortnight granted to
the member for North Perth (Dr.
McWilliams), on the ground of military
service outside the State.

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDEflT
SOCIETIES BILL.

Introduced by MR. EWING, and read a
first time.

PAPERS-G.M. LEASE No. 222ms.
On motion hr MR. Ho.LnN, ordered:

That all papers in connection with G.M.
Lease No. 222m be kaid upon the table
of the House.

REPORTS AND RETURNS.
COLLIE -TO-GOLDFIE LDS RAILWAY.

On motion by MR. Ewiso, ordered:
That the report of the Inspector of
Engineering Surveys on the proposed
Colie-Goldfields Railway Line be laoid
upon the table of the House.

On motion by MR. EwiNo, ordered:
That the reports madle by the Acting
Manager of the Agricultural Bank and
the Government Land Agent atlKatan-

niug. on the agricultural lands between
Collie and the Great Southern Railway
Line, along the route of the proposed
Collie-Goldfields Railway tine, be laid
upon the table of the Rouse.

EAST PERTH RAILWAY YARD, GOODS.

On motion by MR. ATKI-NS, ordered:
That a return be laid upon the table of
the House showing the approximate
tonnage of all goods carried by railway
through East Perth yard towards and
from Fremantle during the twelve months
ended 30th September last.

MOTION-OLD AGEB PENSIONS, TO
PROVIDE.

Mn. H. DAGLISH (Subiaco) moved:
That, in the opinion of this House1 the

Government should during the present ses-
sion, introduce a measure to provide for the
granting of old age pensions in Western
Australia.
He said: In moving the motion standing
in my name, I do not propose to take up
much time. Last session I brought a
similar proposition before the House,
but owing to the pressure of business at
the close of the session, it was unfortu-
nately one of the slaughtered innocents.
I have front time to time postponed
moving this, on account of the necessity
Of getting certain information, and be-
cause on one or two occasions the
Treasurer has been 6asent. The Trea-
surer is not present this afternoon, but I
hope in spite of that it will be possible
for me not only to move this motion, but
to get the House this afternoon to give
its assent to the proposition. I may
say this is a question that was put before
the electors at the last election by a fair
number of the members of this House,
and I have no hesitation in saying that
wherever the electors were asked to give
an expression of opinion on the subject,
they gave one absolutely and entirely in
favour of the proposition that we should
establish some system of old age pensions
in this State. I venture to say it was
impossible for any candidate for Parlia-
ment to bring-before the electors a ques-
tion that commanded a more unanimous
approval from them. I am quite aware
that this is one of the subjects on which
the Federal Parliament has power to
legislate; and I have noot much doubt
that within a year or two, pro bably, we
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shall have legislation by the Federal
Parliament affecting the whole Comm on-
wealth; but, in the meantime, there are
many unfortunates in our midst, who are
perishing practically for the lack of
assistance; men whose requirements are
not met by our existing charitable insti-
tutions; men who would refuse, so long
as people had to appeal to a grudging
charity, to make that appeal at all. This
legislation is required for those who de-
sire to maintain their self-respect; those
who, perhaps, have fallen victims of mis-
fortuone in business or to ill-health; those
who have had the stress of life against
them. For the sake of those persons we
should, I think, at the present juncture
make some provision, and establish a
bridge between the present time and the
time when the Federal Parliament wifl be
in a position to deal with the matter. I
do not think it needs that I should bring
forward any arguments justifying such a
proposal. The system is one that must
econmmand the approval of the best and
greatest of public writers, public speakers,
and thinkers throughout the whole of the
British Empire. In a few of the States
of Australia there is in existence a
scheme providing for old age pensions,
and in one of those States a measure
has been adopted since the formation of
the Commonwealth; therefore I am not
without precedent in asking that this
House shall, before the Federal Parlia-
ment has time to deal with the subject,
make temporary provision. No great
expenditure to the State will be involved,
because of the very short period the
measure will have to deal with -; but
even if great expense be incurred, this
community can surely afford it. Western
Auistralia has far away the largest income
per head of any State in the Common-
wealth. Our revenue may be termed
almost shamnefully large. The State is
drawing enormous sums from the people,
and I am sorry to say that in some
instances the revenue is being recklessly
s quandered. Even at the present time,
in these days of retrenchment, we are
granting to individual officers of the
public service increases of salary which
would pay 10 or 20 old age pensions. If
we can afford to do that sort of thing,
surely we can afford to spend a. few
thousands on the necessities of those who
have fallen victims in the battle of life!

The member for Perth (Mr. Purkiss)
reminds me that the State is paying
large pensions to comparatively young
men retired from the public service, in
possession of all their faculties and fully
qualified to hold their own in life's
battle. I think, therefore, that uo ques-
tion of our ability to carry the proposal
can be raised, or at all events reasonably
raised.

MR. PIOTT: What do you think the
system will costV

MR. DAGL1SH : I shall touch briefly
on the cost. It is impossible for me to
give exact figures, because I do not know
what lines any measure of which this
House might approve would run on.
We have in Western Australia, roughly,
6,000 persons of the age of 60 years and
upwards-nearly 6,000. Many of this
number would not be applicants for old
age pensions even if the pension system
were in existence. In many other cases
there would be two members of the
same family, possibly husband and wife,
over the age of 60 years. If we make 60
years the l imiit, we can fairly assum e that
not more than 2,000 out of the 6,000
would be found taking advantage of the
existence of an old age pension system.

Ma. TAYLOR: Sixty years is a very
high limit.

M&. DAGLISH: Is is a6 comparatively
young ago.

MR. TAYLOR: NO; not y oung.
Ma. DAGLISH: It is a lower age

than has been fixed in other States which
have adopted an Old Akge Pensions Act.
For the sake of argument, I am taking
60 years as the age limit. Assuming
that one-third of 6,000 persons over the
age of 60 wou~d be applicants for old age
pensions, and farther assuming that
pensions were fixed at 10s. pe'r week, the
annual outly involved would be £52,000.
Surely the expense is one which this
State can afford, especially as the system
is likely to remain in operation (pending
an enactment by the Federal Parlia-
ment) for only two years. At thieutmost,
probably the total cost to this State would
be £2104,000; but the cost would not be
so large if we followed the example of
New South Wales and Victoria, the
legislation of which States provides that
no person shall be entitled to an old age
pension unless he or she has been resident
for 20 years, I think, in the par~ticular
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State, with a total period of absence from
the State of not inure than five years
during the term of 20 years. I do not
for a moment say that this State should
fix so long a period of residence as 20
years. To do so would be a great
pity. I should rather be inclined
to say, let the State deal liberally
with the aged and fix no limit at aDl,
or only a very low limit-- two years
at the outside. Assuming that a limit
of anything from two years upward
were fixed, the number of persons com-
petent to draw pensions would again be
enormously decreased, because an exced-
ingly large proportion of the population
has settled in this State during the last
10 years. Any limitation in -regard to
the period of residence must seriously
reduce the number of applicants, and as
a consequence enormously reduce the
expense. I do not intend to ask the
House this afternoon to determine any-
thing in regard. to the details of a. pro-
posal which must meet the views of
members. I simply ask for an affirma-
tion of the principle that an old age
pension system shall be established in
this State. I do not think it should be
necessary for me to say more in support
of the motion. The mere fact of the
existence in our midst of men and women
who have passed the prime of life, who
are in need, affords the amnplest justifica-
tion of this proposal; and I hope that
the House will accept the fact as the only
reason -which should be given. We knew
that for many persons our existing poor-
houses do not provide; we know that the
accommodation at these poorhouses is
unsatisfactory and inadequate; we know
that people are herded together, old men
and old women, and old women and
children, in a manner which is absolutely
shameful to us as a State. Therefore I
say we ought at the earliest possible
moment to wake provision for the needs
of the aged poor. I do not ask the House
to go into any such question as to whether
in respect of old age pensions we shall
separate the deserving from the unde-
serving. It is an unfortunate fact that
we have in our midst persons who, from
a certain point of view, may be character-
ised as undeserving; but we know that
the sun shines on the just and unjust
alike, and in the same way I think
charity, or in this case justice, should

deal with all equally, should recognise that
nio matter how great at person's demerits
may be, still he or she does not deserve
to die of slow starvation in old age. I
commend the motion to the consideration
of the House.

MR. W. M. PURKISS (Perth) : I
have much pleasure in seconding the
motion. The State cannot, think, embark
on a more godlike enterprise than that of
assuring sustenance and support to those
who have fought the battle of life for a
number of years, and have been beaten,
and have failed. Here we are, a State
raising a revenue of four millions or
more-a colossal revenue to be paid by
200,000 odd people. I do not think the
motion requires argument. Is there not
something higher and better in providing
for the needs of those wvho hatve been
vaniquished in the battle of life than there
is in raising structures of stone and other
gewgaws and showsP I was much
impressed, as were also the present
Treasurer (Hon. James Gardiner) and
the ex-Treasurer (Mr. Illingworth), to
hear the Premier of New Zealand refer at
Albany a few months ago to this very
subject of old age pensions. New Zealand
inaugurated the system some six years
ago, and Mr. Seddon remarked that it
was am if a blessing had rested on the
colony ever since. The prosperity, he said,
which had been attained by the State
during the short period of six years-and
which still reigns-was marvellous. Mr.
Seddon said it seemied as though Pro-
vidence had blessed New Zealand for
initiating the system of old age pensions.
The system has cost that colony a little
over £200,000 annually; and on the lines
of, New Zealand legislation the system
here would cost, in rou nd figures, £50,000
a year.

Mn. MoRAN : What length of residence
would you require before grating a
pensionP

Mn. PURKISS: I do not propose to
enter into details now, In Few Zealand,
the Old Age Pension Bill took three years
to pass. It is well that such a matter
should not be hastily dealt with. The
Victorian measure wats somewhat loosely
drawn, and in consequence many abuses
have occurred in connection with it. On
the lines of New Zealand legislation) as I
say, old age pensions would cost this
State £50,000 annually. What is X50,000
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to a country which is raising four
millions? New Zealand raises six millions
from her 800,000 people; and look at
what she gives her people out of that
revenue. She gives them a penny postage
to all parts of the world; she gives them
a sixpenny telegram; she has far lower
railway freights than we charge here;
she never had a tax on mining machinery.
Last year, notwithstanding her expendi-
ture of £8300,000 odd in respect of
Contingents and X208,000 for old age
pensions, she has been able to construct
something like £C170,000 worth of public
works carried forward out of revenue.
And I say that when we look at our
Estimates and behold the ornaments, the
gewgaws, the public buildings, the stone,
the brick, and so forth, surely we can
pause, can wait for those ornaments, and
provide for these poor and aged people
who in the struggle of life have fought
and fallen, have been beaten, and who
in their old age, verging on starvation,
are perhaps too proud to enter the portals
of an institution which is somewhat akin
to a poorhouse. I do not think there
will be one discordant note from any
member, or that any will dream of voting
against this motion, which has been so
fittingly introduced by the member for
Subiaco.

MR. W. ATKINS (Murray) : I should
like to add one argument. 'the old age
pension scheme will relieve charitable
people of a great burden, and will dis-
tribute over the country the expense now
borne by those who are good enough to
help the poor, and who have more calls
upon them than is just. The scheme
will only make everybody pay his share
towards the support of those now depen-
dent on the charity of the few.

MR. C. J3. MORAN (West Perth): I
intend to support the motion, more
particularly as the Parliament of this
State has seen fit to keep at the disposal
of the Government a tremnendous revenue,
of which the portion derived front the food
of the people would more than suffice to
carry out this proposal. Parliament and
the present Government have seen fit to
raise, in addition to the four millions
which they expect to get next year in
revenue, about £200,000 from the food of
the people of Western Australia, who are
already very heavily taxed. I am there-
fore in favour of giving back some of

this hardly-extracted money to the people,
and to the people who need it most,
namely the aged. However, 1 must at
once say there is a slight appearance of
tinsel in all this praise of the great and
godlike work which Mr. Seddon has done,
when we find that the god in this case is
supposed to shed his beneficence on those
only who have been twenty-five years in
the country, and not on anybody else.
And in all the States this semi-divine and

godlike blessing is to be showered on the
heads of those only who have grown grey
and poor and old in the particular State
where the mone 'y is to be expended.
Therefore we can talk a little too much
about the divine as~pect of this scheme.
From this point of view it looks particu-
larly selfish. It looks as if we will help
those only from whom we think we have
extracted something in years gone by ;
and I would point out that if a time limit
of twelve or fifteen years-I do not know
what is the limit in the other States, but
I do not believe it is under fifteen in any-
[MR. HLASTIE: Twenty or twenty-five]-
if we adopt a time limit of twenty years
in Western Australia, the treat influx of
population which has made this country
what it is to-day' must find money for
the benefit of those who were here before
that influx. [AIR. TAYLOR : That will
not do.] The peculiar circumstances of
Western Australia will not justify our
making a limit of twenty or even fifteen
years. I know of many deserving cases
illustrative of my contention. There is
one now in Perth, one of the oldest
prospectors in the country, and probably
one of the real finders of Hannans, poor
old Dan. O'Shea, the real prospector with
whomn Mr. Patrick Hannan was a partner
at the opening uip of that field; Daniel
O'Shea, a man who has opened up several
rushes in Western Australia, and who is
now absolutely down to bedrock, turned
out of the Government hospital to seek
his living where lie can, with only one
eye and with broken health. If we fix 15
years' residence as the qualification, then
under that or any similar proposal those
magnificent old prospectors who were
the avants couriers of the gold-mining
industry in all the States will be left out;
and they have done magnificent work for
Western Australia. Ten years' residence
on the goldfields of this country, pros-
pecting in the face of the hardships men
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had to suffer in the old days, was equal
to forty years' residence in a smaller and
more settled State like Victoria. Ten
years battling with adversity against the
drought, the beat, the trials and the
troubles of the Western Australian gold-
fields ought to be an ample ordeal to
warrant any man's getting the benefit of
the old age pension. If this motion be
earnied, it cannot be p)ut in practice this
year. To ask the Government to do that
would be unfair. The scheme should, to
my mind, be graded and regulated, and
brought forward next year as a complete
measure. But if we carry the motion, the
age limit should be very materially
reduced; because if we look at the prob-
lem, from a humanitarian standpoint,
why should our charity so abruptly cease?
Why should a man who has landed here
a year ago, perhaps with plenty of money
and has since broken dlown in health.,
in pocket, and in spirit, be passed over
and left to starve, when another old man
who has spent in Western Australia 25
years, perhaps 25 years of improvidence,
receives the charity of the State which is
denied to) the man who through no fault
of his own is destitute ? Perhaps the
latter came to Western Australia with a
thousand pounds, and lost it in the country.
Why should one and not the other get the
pension? If the problem be regarded
either from the standpoint of humanity
on the one hand, or from the standpoint
of State rights, with the notion that
the pension is due to those only who have
given their best to the State, those points
of view are altogether different. But
even considering those only who have
rendered service to Western Australia,
the man who has worked for seven or
even five years in the back blocks of this
State, and has broken down, should I
think be a fair object of charity under the
provisions of an old age pension law such
as I hope to see introduced to this House.
We cannot get away' from this phase of
the question. It is undeniable that the
spirit of the times seeks to make Aus-
tralia the field in which this experiment
must be tried. The Commonwealth must
undoubtedly administer an Old Age
Pensions Act; and it will not then
matter whether a man has arrived in
Western Australia only a year ago, so
long as he has been a certain number of
years in Australia, and has given his

service for the good of the nation in anj
part of the States. I think none wil
doubt for a moment that unless a big
change takes place in public opinion, old
age pensions will become a Comounwealti
matter. But even then, let us bear it
mind that we shall pay exactly the ean(
contribution. Under the present book'
keeping system, the scheme will 6x
administered by the Commonwealth, aix
we shall pay our share as we do for othei
services. And when that book-keeping
system is abolished-which may the good,
Lord forfend for many a long day foj
Western Australia,'s sake-even then, I
do not think this State will get mor(
than a fair share out of any taxation foi
old age pensions, because in Westen
Australia, old age is not so plentiful it
proportion. to population as it is in thu
other States. So that in whatever wa3
we look at this question, the Governuieni
have at least six or perhaps 12 motiths
time for consideration; and at the end ol
that period the Commonwealth Parlia,
ment may take the matter into its own
hands. But this is no reason why w(
should not now institute the system
Changes may' take place; the passing ol
the Commonwealth Act may be delayed
for years; and with a revenue extracted
to a certain extent unjustly from th(
taxpayer, the best we can do witi
what we extract by taxing the foo
of the people is to give it back to thos(
who are unable to buy food for them
selves. I have great pleasure in support
ing the motion ; I hope it will be carried
and be a direction to the Government t(
place a. Bill upon their programme fom
next year.

THE PREMIER (Hon. Walter James)
I do not think I have heard any vnembei
of this House, or any speaker outside ol
it, who when dealing with old-agi
pensions has not expressed his verj
strong sympathy with the principle. Ii
is not a proposal which needs long anc!
elaborate. arguments to commend it t(
members of this Parliament or to th
people of the State. We all recognise th(
justice of the underlying principle, thu
principle that if people have served fo:
years in the State, and during the courso
of those years have been unable to maki
provision for their old age, whether tha
want of capacity be due to any defects o
their own or to unforeseen circumstances
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it is undesirable, to use no stronger word,
that those men should be compelled to
accep charitable sustenance under the
conditions which must necessarily exist,
under any conditions other than those
embodied in a scheme for old age

pensons. The preamble of the New
ZeladAct reads: "Whereas it is equit-
able that deserving persons who, during
the prime of life, have helped to bear the
public burdens of the colony by the pay-
ment of taxes, and to open up its resources
by their labour and skill, should receive
from the colony a pension in their old
age." That preamble is important, as
indicating the principles upon whvich this
first legislation dealing with the question
is based. But while we all recognise the
principle and the justice of it, while we
recognise that there is a demand upon
this and every other State to make sonie
provision of that nature, none of us
can shut our eyes to the difficulties
that have arisen in the practice of
this principle; difficulties which, I
believe, have shown themselves not
only in Victoria and in New South
Wales, but in other States as well. N~ow
I ain not one of those who urge this
scheme on the House because it will help
to relieve the burdens of some of the
more charitably-minded people in thisState. I hope the time willI never come
when there will be no call upon private
charity. r should be sorry indeed to
think that we shall, by legislation, pro-
vide a system under which all the various
needs that give rise to the demands upon
private charity can be satisfied out of the
public purse. That, I think, would have
a very deteriorating influence on the
public character of the people of this or
any other country. Nor am I one of
those who think that if there are people
who have grown old and grey and have
no means of subsistence, we should pro-
vide some system that should exonerate
those upon whom such people have a
legal and a moral claim; for they shookd
discharge that claim, and not cast it upon
the shoulders of the general taxpayer.
In a great number of particulars I think
those considerations have been overlooked
in some of the Old Age Pensions Acts.
There has been too great. a desire to in-
troduce a Bill based on the contention
that because a man is old, because he is
grey, and because he does not wish to be

put in the unpleasant position of insist-
ing that persons who owe to him certain
filial or other and similar obligations
shall discharge those obligations, he
should be pensioned by the State. Not
only do I believe that, we should not ex-
onerate those persons whom we can
legally and morall *y call upon to contribute,
but I say farther that our main object
should be to assist the deserving poor;
not the poor who have enough to live on,
but the poor who have not enough to live
on unless some provison is mnade by the
State. I believe it is not an obligation
east on us to provide more than what I
might call a minimum of a pension, and
if persons have more than that minimum
they have no claim on the State. If we
provide in connection with any scheme
that a certain amnount per week shall be
paid, if a man has that amount per week
from other sources be has no right to
come on the State.

MR. PunISS : That is the New Zealand
scheme.

THE PREMIER: Not quite. I think
there should he a minimum, and those that
have that mijoimum should not have the
right to come on the State. No doubt a
great trouble has arisen in practice because
of the difficulty that exists ina ascertaining
those persons who have the real right to
claim the amount of pension provided for
in the Act; and abuses in connection
with the system were rampant in Victoria,
so rampan t tha t additional legislation had
to be introduced. I want to point out
these facts to menmbers, because when we
are approaching legislation dealing with
this matter to con fer on people, as it must
confer on them, the right to obtain a
pension, it is absolutely essential to safe-
guard the taxpayer of the State. It is
impossible to approach the consideration
of this question and have regard to in di-
vidual instances. There are men who
may be only 25 years of age, who on
account of an unforeseen accident are so
maimed and so crippled that they have
every mcmal obligation to come to the State
and ask for the amount of the pension we
provide for those of a more advanced age.
There may be persons much below the
maximum age who have discharged ser-
vices to the State in various ways-one of
those ways was indicated by the menm-
her for West Perth (Mr. Moran)-who
may for that reason have strong moral
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claims on the people of the State; and
so we might go ou imagining case after
case, but if we endeavour by legislation
to meet these cases we shall have to
depart from all the safeguards provided
in existing Acts dealing with old age
pensions. When the age is fixed by an
Act, and the conditions are mentioned,
there are always those members of Par-
liament and members of the community
who pit out that, by adopting a hard
and fatline, some instances may arise
that ought to be covered by the Act, but
which are -not covered by it through the
adoption of that line. This question we
shall have to face here, although we need
not now discuss the details of a question
like this. It is not incumbent to sup-
port the suggestion of the member for
Subiaco (Mr. Daglish) that a mere resi-
dence of two years in the State of Wes-
tern Australia should give the right to a
person to claim a. pension, whereas in
every other State the probationary period
is considerably longer. On the other
hand I am not prepared to recognise the
narrow--and I use it in no offensive
sense-systemn indicated by the preamble
to the New Zealand Act, the right of a
person being dependent on the length of
residence in the State, and having somne
relation to the individual as a taxpayer.
What we want to secure is that the
person having the right to a pension is
the mn who has made his home here;
who has not come here in his last days to
qualify for that pension, but a person
who has taken up his permanent resi-
dence here and has, therefore, some claim
on us for our consideration. At the
present time allowances are made, under
our existing law, for persons who are in
indigent circumstances and in advanced
years. Iti is not now a necessary condi-
tion to receive Government assistance
that a personz should be living either in
the old men's dep~t or the old women's
dop~t. There is an increasiug number
of people who arc being assisted, and re-
ceiving aid outside these two homes;
people whose claims are recognised fur
consideration and to whom amounts are
paid.

MR. ILuINOWOnwn:- Residing in their
own homes P

THE FREM TEE: Residing in their
own homes. We aire by our administra-
tion adlopting the principles underlying

this legislation, and I hope that dinn
the course of the next few months by th
administration we are adopting to hay
the principle considerably extended, an(
we may by that means be better abl
next session to see what will be Lh,
amount Of cost to us by the passage o
such a Bill as that now indicated
Reference has been made to the fact tha
this question will most likely be deal
with by the Federal Parliamenlt. Havini
regard to the particular political force
ini that Parliament, I have very litti
doubt the question will be dealt with a
an early date. So far as we can see o
the workings of that Parliament, th
party that 'holds the control there is;
party that moves very strongly in th,
adoption of such legislation as this, .
do not agree with the member for Wes
Perth, that under the federal legislatici
we shall not have to pay more than w,
should do under our own legislation. '
am inclined to think that when the Federa
Parliament pass this legislation they wil
cast covetous eyes on our balances an(
impose conditions on us. And one con
dition. will no doubt be not the residenc,
in any particular State, but in th1
Commonwealth, and the State which ha:
to pay the pnsion will not he the Stat
in which the person has resided for th
greatest number of years, but the StabA
in which the person resided when li
quali fled for the old age Pension am(
when the age limit was reached.

Ma. MonAN:; It Will be in the StatA
all the time; paid and circulated in th4
State.

TnE PREMIER: I think it will hi
found under the federal system that tho
amount we shall have to pay will bi
muich larger than if we adopted legis
lation of our own. I hope the hon
member for Subiaco does not bring th4
motion forward with any idea that th4
Government should this session conu
down with a Bill to deal with this q uestion
I need hardly assure the hon. membei
how strongly my sympathies move in tho
direction he is moving in, and during thE
course of the recess we shall be able t(
see to what extent the principle car
be extended by administration to mccel
the cases of the deserving poor whic
are entitled to our consideration, and bj
the time we meet next session we mia3
perhaps have a, more definite idea as t(
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what we should allow if action should not
be taken by the Federal Parliament next
sesin I believe it is our duty to be
prepared to deal with this question. It
is recognised all round as one that we
should deal with, and the sooner it is
brought into force the better. I would
press on members when dealing with this
question Dot to forget that all the Acts
in force contain certain safeguards that
have been found necessary, and if we are
called on to consider legislation dealing
with this question we shall have to take
a broad view, and not be influenced by
individual cases or possibly by an indi-
vidual case. I support the motion so far
as it asks the House to express an opinion
in favour of the principle, but not so far
as it asks the House to affirm that the
Government shall introduce a Bill during
this session. As to obtaining an affir-
mation from the House as a whole in
favour of the principle, I and the Gov-
erment entirely concur.

Mu. J. L. NANSON (Murchison): I
am entirely in accord with the principle
of the motion; but at this stage it is not
necessa~ry for me to go at any length into
the question, especially after the exhaus-
tive manner in which the matter has been
dealt with by the Premier. I am, how-
ever, equally with the Premier, unable to
agree that a measure should be introduced
during the present session granting old
age pensions, and mainly for the reason
that the House has already more legisla-
tion before it than it is capable of (lis-
dussing and giving adequate attention to.
If we are to close the session within
reasonable time, Parliament will have to
throw overboard more than half the legis-
lation we have before us -

THE PREMIER: Oh, no.
MR. NANSON: Because there is not

sufficient time to deal with it. Subject
to what I have said, I have much pleasure
in supporting the motion.

Mg. ITLINGWORTH (Cue): I desire
to express my great sympathy with the
object the hon. member has in view, and

T thnk perhaps we shall niot obtain the
idea poito in connection with this
question until it is dealt with by the
Federal Parliament. One of the difficul-
ties that face us at once is the question of
the limitation of residence in a State.
There is only one reason why there should
be a limitation, to prevent persons shift-

ing unnecessarily from one State to
another, and the burden be cast on one
State in particulai If the Federal Par-
liament take up the question and deal
with it out of the funds of the Common-
wealth, there will be no reason to make a
limitation otherwise than outside the
Commonwealth. I would very mnuch
like to have seen some action taken
during the present session; but I am
afraid we shall have to be content with
the assurance of the Premier on this
matter. Having been Colonial Secretary,
I am in a position to say the amount
paid to the need 'y poor by that depart-
ment already amounts to a large sum of
money. Although we have the assurance
of the Premier that be will give special
attention in this direction , that only
meets the people in and around Perth.
The mass of people away from the centres
of population, many of them in needy
circumstances indeed, cannot be reached
in this particular way. I would, however,
have liked if the Government could see
their way clear to have dealt with the
question this session; but if the Govern-
mnent are determined not to see their way
to do it, I hope they will in the most liberal
manner possible endeavour, not only in
Perth and Fremantle, but in the large
centres scattered throughout the country,
to arrange for help to be given the needy
poor as soon as they possibly can. I am
sure if the Government bring in an
Excess Hill composed of items in this
particular direction, they will have no
difficulty in having that Excess Bill
approved by the House. I wish to express
my entire sympathy with the proposal,
and I only wish that we could have
adopted a pension scheme for the aged
poor this session. Not only should we
make it for the aged poor, but there are
real cases of distress, such as have been
indicated by the Premier. But there is
not time to go into the details of the
scheme now. I hope during the recess
the Government will mature a scheme
and have the legislation ready early in
the coming session.

MR. R. HASTIE (Kanowna): It is
pleasing to notice that there is no discor-
dant voice raised in the House as to the
advisability of starting an old age pension
scheme. I am glad to notice that not
a very strong point is being made of the
fact that we may expect the Federal
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Government to take up this measure at a
comparatively early da~te. In Austral-
asia, there are three States already which
have in force old age pension schemes.
These are New Zealand, Victoria, and
New . South Wales - the only State
except ourselves which really is in a,
financial position at the present time to
meet the necessary expenses. The other
States, -where old age pensions do not
obtain, are Queensland, South Australia,
and Tasmania, three States whose condi-
t ion is at a very low ebb.

MR. MORAlN: The credit of each of
them is higher than that of Western
Australia..

Mn. HASTIE: So far as I have seen
of much financial criticism, it is claimed
that a very great deal of the money for
old age pensions in New South Wales
and Victoria, is being paid out of loan
instead of out of revenue; but generally
the division is a very fair one, that all
the States in Australia except those which
have approached within a measurable
distance of financial bankruptcy have an
old age pension system, so we may expect
this State, which has no financial diffi-
culties whatever, but is in a better mone-
tary condition than any of them, to put its
old people in at least as good a position
as the aged poor in other States. The
Premier has pointed out that already in
this State very much charitable aid is
given by the Government, and so far as
that goes we will all agree it is very
desirable; hut I wish particularly to
emphasise this, that it has been found in
every country where charitable aid has
been given, that in most instances the
really deserving people have not been the
people benefited by it. If our Inspector
of Charities, Mr. Lougmore, has a large
number of cases before hint he has no
means whatever of knowing these people
personally; be has no means of compar-
ing their position with others; he has no
means of knowing whether these people
have relatives. In many cases, and in
some to my personal knowledge, they have
relatives who occupy pretty good financial
positions in the service of the State;
and many men who take a prominent
position ini the State are related to some
of these people. Anyhow, Mr. TLongmore
has under his observation comparatively
few people-practically no one except
those who are bold enough to ask for

charity, and who have ceased to have any
independence; so that the class of people
who will be helped by our public charities
under the present system, or even under
the improved system of administration
which the Premier has just indicated,
will be comparatively limited. Old age
pensions, I say, have been started in
various parts of Australasia; and the
system is also in force in half of Europe
at the present moment. The system
exists in most of the German States,
in Austria, also in Hungary; and in
France there is some kind of arrange-
ment, but I do not recollect the par-
ticulars; and had it not been for insuper-
able political difficulties, old age pensions
generally to the deserving, not given as
a charity but rather as a right, would,
we can all takce it for granted, bave been
in force in Great Britain long before this.
Those who have followed the tread of
political affairs during the last ten years
will know that a few years ago it looked
very likely that a measure to this effect
would be put into force; and only the
other day Mr. Chamberlain, a leading
member of the Government, said it was
only the opposition by friendly societies
anud a few other bodies of that kind which
prevented this system from being gener-
ally in force there. So we need not
assume for a moment that if we introduce
into this country that new liber-al measuire,
we shall be going on lines 'we have no
experience of whatever. I shall not dis-
cuss the particulars of this measure.
When a Bill is brought forward we will
all have an opportunity of seriously con-
sidering many important points; but I
hope the Government will not lose any
time in putting before us a draft of their
intentions in the matter, and that they
will try to assist us in Western Australia
to continue not to hold a backward place,
but a position amongst those who are
looking after their aged.

MR. ])AOIISH (in reply) : I may say
I am gratified at the support the principle
has met with this afternoon ; but I still
think the terms of the motion really
deserve consideration, and that some
effort should be made to deal with the
matter. The notice has been on the
paper since the very outset of th e session;
therefore there has been a. reasonable
amount of time to give due consideration
to the question. A similar motion was
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moved by me at the very outset of last
session, and therefore in the past recess
there was every opportunity to give con-
sideration to the question. I must say
I hope, and hope very strongly, that the
House will not pass an expression of
opinion th is afternoon in favour of farther
delay, because the fact of farther delay
would merely destroy the motion in its
entirety. It would have that effect. We
already have a measure before this House
which contiains a provision that the House
shaDl be dissolved early next year. In
fact, in all probability we mlay take it
there will be 110 next session of this Par-
lianient. When the now Parliament is
elected, very possibly somne time will be
required for the member for the Mur-
chison (Mr. Nanson) to consider the
order of business, and to arrange what
measures he -will proceed with; and we
shall know what amount of legislation
will face the House next July, which will
probably be its earliest meeting time. All
this time there will be many people who
will be absolutely in want of some such
provision as that referred to; all the time
the preparations are being made to relieve
thenm they are on the verge of starvation,
many of them almost over the verge; and
I would urge that under these circum-
stances, with a. possibility of months of
delay, when the first session of the next
Parliament begins we should demand
from the Government with. some degree
of force that they shall undergo whatever
inconvenience is necessary in order to
bring some measure forward to provide
for existing eases of destitution. I
strongly ask that the House shall there-
fore carry the motion as it stands this
afternoon, and I hope that when the
motion is carried the House will farther
insist that the Government shall give
effect to it.

Question put and passed.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

Resumed fromr the previous day; Mr.
ILLINGWOETH in the Chair ; the PREMIER
in charge of the Bill.

Clause 3-Inspectors may be appointed:
MR. PTGOTT: With regard to the

powers conferred on inspectors under the
Bill, we should make it incumbent on the
Government to see that no person should

be appointed as chief inspector or as
ordinary inspector, unless fully qualified
for the position. The powers given were
extensive. An inspector would have
power to enter, inspect, and examine at
all reasonable hours, day or night, any
factory when heo had reasonable cause to
helieve that any person was employed
there. He might also enter by day any
place which hie had reasonable cause to
believe to be a factory. He might make
examination and inquiries. He would
have power to cress-quiestion employees
all round, just as he pleased; hie could
call for the production of books and
examine them, and he could. exercise
such other powers as the Governor might
deem necessary for carrying the measure
into effect. Therefore in order to
amend the clause in the direction indi-
cated, he mioved that the following words
be added: "1but no person shall be
appointed either as chief inspector or
inspector unles he shall first have passed
an examination in the provisions of the
statutes of the State relating to factories
and shops, health, wages, accidents to
workers, andhours of labour." Inspectors
would have enormous powers, and it would
be useless to appoint anybody unless great
powers were given; hut before we passed
any more oEf the Bill we should put on the
face of it this amnendment.

Amendment negatived, and the clause
passed.

clauses 3, 4, 5--agreed to.
Clause 6-Application of Part III.:
MR. ATKINS moved that Subelause

(in) be struck out. To exclude portions
of the State from the operation of the
measure would. be unfair. The Bill
should apply to the whole of Western
Australia.

THE PREMIER: When a Factories
and Shops Act was first passed in New
Zealand, it applied to districts only. No
doubt, proclamation after proclamation
gradualky extended its operation to the
whole colony. The system here proposed
was that adopted in Queensland, New
South Wales, and South Australia. As
to Victoria, he could not speak; but that
State of course was very limited in area,.

MR. MORAN: It was not sufficient
for intelligent men to be told that some
other State dlid not apply the provisions
of a measure throughout its territory.
What was the difference between a man
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working in a factory at Northams and one
working in afactory in Perth? The ob-
ject of the Bill was to insure healt-h.
Perth was the healthiest part of the
State; and therefore if the Bill was
badly required in Perth, it was wanted
much worse on the goldfields, and still
worse in the North-West.

Mit. NANSON: It was to be regretted
the Premier had refrained from giving
some information as to why the Bill
should not be made applicable to the
whole State. When any difficult point
was raised, the bon. gentlemran thought be
bad answered amply b 'y saying that such
and such a thing wsbeing done in New
Zealand, or in Tiinbuctoo. We wanted
to know, not how things were done else-
where, but hpw things proposed to be
done or not to be done here would affect
our own industries. The Bill was in-
tended to preserve the heal1th of the
worker, and could it be argued that the
health of a worker in lVorthaiu, or Kal-
goorlie, or Roehourne, was less valu-
able than that of a worker in the
capital city P Clause 32 made pro-
vision for cleanliness of factories, pro-
vision for preventing overcrowding, and
provision for the mnaintenance of a reason-
able temperature so as to guard against
extremes of heat; and were not these
provisions-with the possible exception
of the third, which might he abrogated
in the case of Albany-necessary through-
out the State? If we assumed that the
Bill imposed some sort of check on manu-
facturers in compelling them to observe
sanitary and other precautions, it followed
that mnanufactulrers in districts to which
the Bill did apply would be placed at a
disadvantage as agaist those established
districts exempt from the operation of
the measure. Equity demanded that the
principle of the Bill should apply through-
out the State, to every employer alike.
That was the touchstone of legislation.
ff a measure pressed severely on a few
only, those few found it difficult to give
their grievance sufficient prominence to
obtain a remedy; but legislation apply-
ing all round, everywhere and to every-
body, would speedily be amended if
found to be inequitable or impracticable.
The principle of universal application had
already been adopted in connection with
the definition of " factory," which made
the scope of the Bill as w~ide as it could

possibly be made. If the operation of
the Bill. were good, if it worked no hard-
ship, if it did not depress industry or
make employment scarce by driving
capital out of the State, we might bless
the day on which we passedl the measure.
If it made employment scarce and re-
stricted enterprise, if the industries
affected were suffering, then if it applied
to all classes of labour throughout the
State the outcry could not be disregarded
by the Governent. If, however, only
one small section, at a time were affected,
an infinity of harm might result before
the whole community were fully seised
of the injury being done to the State.
If one inadustryv were pen alisedl through
unwise legislation, the State as a whole
mnust ultimately suffer. The Labour
party stated that employment was not
too plentiful on the goldfields. Then if
such experimental legislation made people
less willing to embark on industrial
enterprises subject to the restrictions
of the Bill, employment would be scarcer
both on the goldflelds and in towns,
and there would be hurt', as in the
Eastern States, a serious unemployed
difficulty. It Was not alwaEys realised
what an immense machinery wats, for
good or for evil, set in motion: by passing
such a measure; and in order that its
full effect might be seen not on one but
on every industry, the Committee should
endeavour to maake the Act apply all
round. He supported the amendment
to strike out Suhelause, 1, providing that
Part 11I. sholild havo effect only in such
districts as the Gover-nor inight gazette.
Would the Prtmier state whether in
England the Act applied to certain dis-
tricts ?

THrE PREMIsa.: It i-Lppliedl to specified
classes of factories.

Mat. NANSON: Then by Subelause 2
the Government had enough andl per-
haps too mmdil poer It was debatable
whether it would not be fair if, instead
of leaving the matter to the discretion of
the Mlinistry, those industries to he
brought under the Act, and those to be
exempted, were scheduled,

Mu. PURKISS supported the amend-
ment. Why should not Part 1II. apply
to tme State generally ? There was sufh-
cient saving power in Suhelause 2, en-
abling the Governor to exempt any
factory or class of factories.
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Mn. DIAMOND: Though coming in
almost daily contact with manufacturers
in Fremantle and district, he had not
heard one make the objections raised by
the leader of the Opposition. Some self-
constituted champions of the manufac-
turers were acting without authority, for
the purpose of embarrassing the Go;vern-
ment and delaying a useful measure.

Mn, NANSON resented the imputa-
tion of the last speaker, who, if he under-
stood the subject, would know that the
amendment of the member for th e Murray
was moved, if not through the special
desire of the Chamber of Manufactures,
with the strongest support of the chain.
her, which had closely considered the
Bill. If the chamber were not a reliable
authority, who wasP

MR. DIAMOND: The hon. member had
no practical knowledge of the subject.

MR. NANSON: By members of the
Chamber of Commerce he had been sup-
plied with a list of amendments desired,
and this was one to which they attached
great importance, atnd had originally
suggested. Would the Premier enlighten
the House as to the Bill, instead of wait-
ing in stony silence for a. vote, trusting
to the mere force of numbers ?

THE PnExiER: Did a bad argument
need an answerP

MR. PTOOTT supported the* amend-
ment. There was no reason why the Bill
shiould not be generally applicable. In
his district (West Kimberley), there
were several factories which might well
be included; though if the law were
applicable to the far North, the con-
ditions must be modified. to permit of a
cessation of work during the heat of the
day.

Mn. HASTIE:- Was an eight-hours day
desiredP

MR. PTGOTT: In the North, people
were satisfied to work about six honrs;
nor did they ask Parliament for protec-
tion. As the effect of the measure would
be felt by all, why should it not have
general application? Whether a man
worked with his bands or with his brain,
we should do all wre could to ease the
conditions under which he worked.

'MR. YELVERTON: Living as he did
in a. portion of the State where there was
a factory, although that factory had been
exempted front the provisions of the Bill,
lie hoped the Premier would give some

explanation why the Government desired
to obtain the right to limit the operation
of the Bill to any portion of the State.
The measure should apply not only to
Perth but to every locality. All districts
should have the benefits of the Bill, The
member for South Fremantle had stated
the manufacturers in his district were
prepared to accept the Bill as a whole.
The amendment of the member for the
Murray was moved on behalf of the,
manufacturers in this portion of the
State.

Mn, MORAN: In an important issue
like this, it was altogether against the
courtes'es of debate that members should
be met with obstinacy and silence on a
big question. It was recognised that on
an important measure the Government
should show some little courtesy, by try-
ing to give reasons in support of the
clause and why it was desired that the
Bill should not apply all round. In
every Parliament there was a proper and
well regulated course for extracting in-
formation fronm Ministers. The Opposi-
tion asked the Government to discuss the
point that had been raised. Why should
it be left to the Government and those
supporting them to bring backstairs
influence to 'bear to include a certain
portion of the country within the opera-
tion of the measure, and other portions
not to be included? Why should
the Government abrogate the fu ne-
tions of Parliament on an important
subject? The Opposition had the right to
query legislation of this kind, so that it
should be made as clear as possible. Was
not the Opposition entitled to an explana-
tion from the Government why the Bill
should not apply to the whole StateP In
Perth we were situated in the most
favourable part of the country as far as
climatic conditions were concerned, and
it vas, proped to apply the Bill to the
metropolitan area. and to the goldfield
area because there happened to be in
those districts large congregations of
workmen belonging to labour unions,
There was no reason why men belonging
to a labour union should get anything
from Parliament that those who did not
belong to unions could not get. In
Northamn and York there were important
factories which would come under the
purview of the Bill if applied to the
whole country. There were dozens of
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factories in IBunbury, for wherever two
people were working together in the
avocations named in the measure, that
would he a "1factory."' At Menzies, at
Kookynie, at Mount Margaret, at
Geraldton, at Cue, at Nannine, and
at other places there were ginger-beer
factories; there were also little boot-
shops and printing-offic:es which would
come under the EBill. There was every
reason for the Bill on the ground of
health. if the Premier would give any
reason, be it as brief as possible, why the
Bill should not apply to the whole State,
and he (Mr. Moran) came to the conclu-
sion that the Committee was against the
amendment, he would not discuss the
question f arther.

THLE PREMIER: InI View Of thle Ob-
servation of the member for West Perth,
be did not know that lie could add muchi
to the reasons already given. In dealing
with legislation of this nature, the Com-
mittee had to be guided by the experience
of other States which had adopted this
legislation. In Queensland nder the
Act of 1896 this was the law, it was the
law there still, and to-day the Act applied
only to 'certain districts of that State. In
Newv South Wales, which was a large
State with a demiocratic Parliament, the
same principle was adopted. The same
principle was accepted in South Australia,
an equally democratic State. In New
Zealand, the first Act applied only to
certain districts, but an amending Bill
was passed waking the mneasure apply to
the whole State. He had not replied
earlier, as he did not think members of
the Oppoition were in search of informa-
tion. Sofar as experience elsewhere
was concerned, he gave the facts to the
Committee, To apply the IBill to a State
in more than two-thirds of which no
industrial occupation was carried on was
absurd. The definition of "factory" was
extended, not because it was thought
right that a building with two persons
employed in it should be a factory under
all conditions, hut to prevent, in indus-
trial centres, small buildings where two
persons were employed being brought in
competition with large ones. Persons
might then evade the Bill by splitting off
into small buildings. The interpretation
of "factory " was widened because the
Bill would not apply to outside industrial
V~entres.

At 6-30, the CHaki~mMAN left the Chaji
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

Mnt. NANSON: When referring to th
proposed amendment of this clause in th,
earlier part of the debate, he raised at
objection to confining the scope of th
Bill to certain portions of the State, an(
he did so mainly on sanitary groundE
After a good deal of trouble he got some
thing in the form of an explanation fron
the Premier; and, so far as he couli
gather the meaning of thle lion, gentle
man's statement, it was that the Bill wa:
intended to apply only in districts when
th ere were large es tablishments, the objet;
of tbe mneasure being to prevent sweating
So far as his recollection served him, thii
was the first time in the discussions oz
the Bill that any reference to sweatin
had been introduced; and if it was neces
sary to have a. clause of this desurip~tioi
limited to certain portions of the State it
order to prevent sweating, surely it wa!
the duty of the lion. gentleman in chargi
of the Bill to have first shown thai
sweating existed in Western Australia, oi
in any portion of it. One would be yen~
much surprised to learn there was any.
thing like sweating at the present time ii
Perth or any other part of the State. 11
was true the features of this Bill relatint.
to the hours of labour applied only, hN
thought, to wom-en and childIren; but thE
particular industry in Perth at present
and practically the only industry in whiel
any considerable number- of women werf
employed, was the tailoring industry, and
already in that industry the tailoresset
had joined in a union, and were able tc
go before the Arbitration Court and gel
the rate of wages and hours of worli
fired. When once fixed, that decision
had all the force of law. Therefore, ii
could not be said in regard to the
larger industries in Perth in which
women were employed that tbey were
not already protected. Having dis-
posed of those larger industries, we came
to the smaller industries employing only
two, three, or four persons. On what
grounds of equity did the hion. gentle-
man aske the Committee to limit the
operation of this Bill simply to Perth
and Fremnantle, or to such districts as he
in his majesty might proclaim, and not
make it apply to other portions of the
StateP If sweating was an evil, it was
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just as much an evil in Roebourne or
Carnarvon as in Perth. Unless we made
the law apply to the whole State, we
simply drove the evil out of thickly-
populated places into places where the
population was not so great.

Ma. DiAxonD:) The measure would
then be applied at once.

MR. 1'ANSON: If there was one
doctrine the Premier and the members
on the Labour bench had indicated, it
was that we must not wait until these
evils assumed gigantic proportions, but
that we must anticipate these evils; and
surely there could be no justification for
legislation which would stop) sweating in
one place and drive it to another.

Mn. DAGLISH said he was one of the
first to object to this clause.

MR. JACOBY: The hion. member ob-
jected to its being applied to Subiaco.

Ma. DAGLISE: No.
Mu. Jt-coax:- Yes; the hion. member

voted against it.
MR. DAGLISH: The Factories Bill?
THE, CHAIRMAN:' Order!
Ma. NANSON: As to sanitary re-

quileinfts in connection with factories
and workshops, he greatly doubted
whether itiwas wise to have in this Bill
sanitary provisions, because the proper
place for sanitary povisioons was in a
Health Act; but the Premier had quietly
left that aspect out of consideration, and
earlier in the evening hie led us to
infer that in Queensland the Act
applied only to certain districts. The
Quleenslanld debates on the Factories
and Shops Bill as reported in 1900
(ifansard) showed that the strongest
exception was taken to the Bill on the
ground that it made no provision for the
re~gulation of sanitary matters in coun try
districts. The Queensland Home Secre-
tary, in introducing the measure, laid
particular stress on the fact that the Bill
dealt with sanitation and contained strin-
gent provisions. Reference was then
wade to insanitary conditions at Rock-
hampton; andi if in the Quzeensland
measure it was found necessary to apply,
the sanitary provisions of the Bill to a
towvn like Rioc.Icampton, a, comparatively
small town-

THE PREMIER: Rockrhampton a small
town! It was one of the most prominent
towns in Queensland.

MR. NANSON: It was not more
prominent in Queensland than Northam
or Boebourne was prominent in Western
Australia. Could it be urged that the
claims of decency were less urgent in
Roebourne than they were in Perth ?
The supplementary provisions inserted
by way of afterthought were, presumably,
not intended to apply to factories other
thani those in proclaimed districts.

THE PREMIER: The provisions in
question were not afterthoughts: they
were supplementary to and an integral
part of a Factories Bill.

Mn. NANSON: Was Clause 72,
dealing with the protection of hoists and
lifts, which might be taken as a sample
clause, a necessary provision or niot?
Should Olauso 65, providing for the
lining of iron buildings, apply in Roe-
bourne as well as in PerthF Should
Clause 66, dealing with provisions for
escape from fires, be restricted to the
operatives of Perth and Fre mantle, while
operatives in country districts were to be
allowvd to roast to death P Where was,
the logic of the Bill ? The ten derest
possible care was shown for the metro-
politant operatives, but for the workers
in small townships and in the bush
apparently the Ministry felt no concern.
The whole attention of the Government
was directed to benefiting a few close
unions, organised for political purposes.
Was Clause 67, dealing with sanilary
con venieuces, not as necessary in Northamn
and other parts of the State as it was in
Perth or FrernantleF Were" "indecency"
and "decency" terms subject to geo-
graphical limitation ? The more the Bill
was examined, the more illogical and
inconsequeutial it appeared, by reason of
the absurd restriction as to its operation.
Presumably tie conditions in the country
districts of Queenslanid were not widely
differenth from those obtaining in Weste-rn
Australia. At all evenits, the country
conditions of this State approximated so
closely to those of South Australia as to
be almost identical. Mr. Ijesina, in the
course of the debate in the Queensland
Parliament, gave ao lurid picture of the
condition of things prevailing in QU.ens-
land shearing shbeds. [Extract read, de-
scribing insanitary conditions of shearing
sheds.] Mr. Lesiina's testimony was riot
solitary:- page after page was filled by
otheor members, all speaking to the same
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effect. Supposing matters were only a
quarter as bad in the shearing sheds of
this State as in those of Queensland,
would any lbon, member maintain that
the most insanitary factory of Perth was
one tithe as bad? WVhy did not the
hon. gentleman, in his efforts at humnani-
tarian legislation, go to the root of the
evil? Why should the Bill deal only
with towns, where health boards were
already in existence and where insanitary
abominations could not long continue?
The Premier gladly introduced such legis-
lation at the command of the Trades and
Labour Council1, though that body repre-
sented at siniai1 proportion only of the
workers. Neglect of sanitary prec-autions
flourished in the country with tenfold
greater intensity than in Perth; yet the
Premier would apply the Bill only to
places where there was competition,
striking att an imaginary sweating evil of
which there had not been a tittle of
evidence. More information was due
from the Governiient. The Tabour party,
now their presence was required, wore
absent. It wad no use for the Premier to)
Jet these clauses pass in silence. Why
should sanitary precautions necessary in
Perth not be eniforced elsewhere?

Mn. THOMAS supported the amend-
iunt. Last session several members
strove to apply the Early Olosing Bill
to thle whole State; but the Labour party,
though professing to desire that, accepted
the Government proposal that certain
districts only should be affected.

THE Pasxa: The provisions were
similar to those of every other Early
Closing Bill in Australia,.

Ma. THOMAS: The member for
Subisaco and other Labour members then
voted that the Bill should not apply to
Subiaco. Their desire was to apply it to
the big centres~ wherefroma its introduction
a little political popularity might result,
If they were so anxious to put down
sweating and protect women and boys,
then apply the Bill to the whole State
instead of singling out one district.
Undoubtedly a legal definition of hoursa
and conditions of labour was needed
throughiout the State; and for thatreason
he (Mr. Thomas) would support the
amendment, thus preventing the Govern-
meat from selecting the districts to which
the Bill should apply.

MRa. DAGLISHl: The statement of lb,
last speaker, that other Labour member
supported him (Mr. Daglish) in exemaptiu
Subiaco last session, was incorrect. Hi:
own attitude he would be prepared ti
justify. He was the first to object to thi
'district " proposals uas to factories it

this Bill, and spoke against them on thi
second reading. But members who wen
in favour of the Bill should give tilt
House a chance of passing it, leaving
stonewalling to those directly oppoosed tt
applyiiig the measure to any part of th,
State. He would support its all-roun(
application.

Amendment (to strike out subelause
pt, and a, division taken with the fol

lowing result:-
Ayes
Noes

19

Majiority for
Amr8.

Mr. Atkins Mr
Mr. Buetcher Mr
Air. tiaglish Mr
Mr. Gordon Mr
Mr. Hantie Mr
Mr. Hayword Mr
Mir. Mlcks Mr.
Mr. Johnson Mr.
11r. Moran Mr
Mr. Morgums Mr
Mr. N13o Mr
Mr. Pigott
Mr. Parkirg
Mr. Reid
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Thouns
31r. Wallae
Mr. Yelverton
M r. Jacoby (Tetlr).

Diamond

*James
Kingsimill

*Monger
*O'Connor

* Hgham (Teller).

Amendment thus passed, and the sub
clause, struck out.

MR. YEINERTON moved that Sub
clause 2 be struck, out, and the followin1
inserted in lieu: "The industries men
tioned in Schedule 5 shall be exceptet
from the operation of this Act."

THE PREMIER: This ameudmenf
was brougrht forward at the bidding or
the mlember for the Murchison, who hiat
indulged in a, diarrksa of words ant
made a eatspaw of members of the Laboni
party. Could not members see what ii
all meantP The member for the Mur
ehison, who had protested most vigorousl
against the Bill being limited in iti
operation by geographical lines, now pro.
posed that there should be a liinitatiox
dependent on the nature of the industry
What became of the pa thetic appeal o,
the hon. member, when he urged thi
committee not to muake a distinction I
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Could not members of the House and
the people of the country see what was
the attitude of the member in connection
with the Bill, evidenced in the clearest
possible way by his conduct to-night?
HeJ (the Premier) would appeal to mem-
bers on the Labour bench to be careful
lest they were led away by the leader of
the Opposition, and not make a, mistake
by grasping at a shadow and missing the
substance.

MR. HASTIE: The phrase that Labour
members were made a'wcatpaw of by
this membher for the Murchison was rather
strong. The member for Sabiaco had
said, during thle second-reading debate,
that he was in favour of the operation of
the Bill being, extended to all parts of the
country;, and it was an omissionl on his,
(Mr. Hastie's) part in not mentioning
that matter himself. Tt was surely
impossible for the 1Labour miem bers to do
other than extend the operation of the
Bill to the whole country. No one on the
Labour bench for a momemnt took what
had been said by the mnemrber for the
Murchison in a serious way. inasmuch as
the hon. mew her told the Committee that
the Bill should not comle into force this
session, and announced his intention of
taking every possible mneans to inascu-
late the measure, at any rate to limit the
scope.

MR. MORAN: The little ebulition of
temper onl the part of the Premier was to
be regretted.

THE: PREMIER: It was a warning.
Ma. MORAN: Thle Premier smarted

under his defeat to-nighbt.
TuE PREMIER: It was evident before

tea that thle amnendment wouild be carried.
MR. MORAN:- The Government had

bonn defeated on two important prin-ciples. The amendment now proposed
was in keeping with the desire that every
iudustry should be nominated in a
schedule of the Bill. Was it better to
schedule the industries that the Bill
should apply to, or say that the Bill
should apply to all industries, and sche-
dule the exceptions? He was certain
the mnembers of the Labour party were
not " catspaws " because they had broken
away from the Government to-night.

Mn. NANSON: It was to be regretted
the Premier should have been led into a
temporary ebullition of feeling.

Tan PEMnIERa: There was no ainger at
all; for on coming back after the division,
he wished to move the amendment stand-
ing in the naie of Mr. Atkins.

MuIF. NANSON:. In speaking strongly
he felt strongly for the wellbeing of the
worker outside those in Fremantle and
Perth, and lie doubted if it was altogether
a subject for jest by one who, like the
member for East Perth, bad always been
regarded and had set himself up as being
in an especial degree the champion of the
town worker. If he (Mr. Nan son) was
not reogarded ais the champion of the town
worker, lie ait least might he regarded as
thle champion of the worker whbo had no
union, but whbo was; content to work away
in the country without the aid of any
union, and without the aid of notoriety-
huntinOg politicians. Th6 Premier had
aLttempIted to fasten on himi an incon-
sistency in) regard to the amendment pro-
posed. -But the first part of the clause
bad been amended so that the Bill
should apply to all parts of the State;
aad. the second portion of the clause as
it now stood gave to the- Government the
power to make the first amendment,
which the Conittee had carried, abso-
lutely of no effect. The clause asked us
to give to the Governor- to all intents
this meant the member for East Perth
for the tine being-the power to exemipt
either wholly or- in part any factory or
class of factory in anly district or part of
ai district from the operation of the Bill.
Did the Committee or the Labour paty
think it wise to intrust the Government
with the power specified in SuhelansL 2
which they had already denied to his
hon. friend in Subelause 1 P If the Gov-
ernment were unwilling to extend the
benefits, of this Bill to every portion of
the Stale, su rel[y they were niot fit to be
trnsted with the responsibility of saying
which trade, manufacture, or inidustry
should be exempted- froin the operation
of the Bill. Last night members on the
Opposition side of the Rouse succeeded
in having an amendment inserted in the
definition of " factory," so as togive to
the word the meaning -which was found,
in the English dictionary, a6 meaning of.
the widest possible scope, that was, to
extend the operation of the measure to
all business establishments, to extend it
to the over-workedI and sweated clerk as
well as to the operative who was engaged
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at some manufacture; to give the same
protection to the bank clerk and the clerk
of any degree as was given to the man
who used a. hammer or the woman who
worked a sewing machine. The attitude
of members on the Opposition side of the
House Lad been consistent all through.
If the Bill was a good one, it was good
not merely for one section of the com-
munity hut for all. Justice -was demanded
for every portion of workers in the State,
and not merely for those favoured people
who happened to have unions and who
already were sufficiently protected under
the provisions of the Conciliation and
Arbitration Act. So far he had only had
a limited amount of opportunity to study
the voluminous debates on this subject of
factory legislatign.

Mn. HASTIE: Thank heaven!
Mn. NANSON:- Did the member for

Kanowna. wish members to give an igno-
rant, uninformed, prejudiced, and biased
vote in the matter? Was it not the
duty of members to inform themselves
to the fullest extent possible on the ques-
tionP He hoped that before we got
much farther with the measure, some
breathing space would be permitted, so
that we unight read up this vast and com-
plicated subject. It wats difficult to do
so because we bud other subjects de-
manding urgent attention. We had a
Constitution Bill, a Redistribution of
Seats Bill, the Estimates, the Financial
Statement, and half a dozen other things,
wore than it was possible, perhaps, for
one intellect to compass in the space of
the few weeks which he supposed this
session was likely to continue. Now
that the subject had been ventilated to
some extent, and members were beginning
to realise how much lay in it that so far
might be beyond their ken, he appealed
to the Premier whether it would not be
wiser and more statesmanlike to postpone
the Bill to aniother session.

Mn. TAYLOR: The bon. member was
"giving the show away."

i. NANSON: If so, he preferred to
be honest. He had no fear about" "giving
the show awa *y." He was as transparent
as it was possible to be in these matters.
If he could find, from the Premier down-
wards, one who could tell him the
experience of the Eastern States and of
the mother country, and who could in a
single ispeech condense all the controversy

and the divers opinions that had eha-
racterised the discussion on the subject,
he might be prepared to say "Go ont
with the Bill by all means." In a matter
like this in Subelause 2 of Clause 6, we
had no information from the Premier
in regard to it. We did not know
whether we were to pass it because
it was embodied in the Factory Act
in Queensland, in New Zealand, in
China, it might be in Tinibuctoo, or
some other interesting part of the
world from which the Premier drew bis
legislative experience. The amendmnen t
by th e member for Sussex (Mr. Yeiverton)
was armed with the strongest sanction
that could be obtained at the present
time in regard to factory legisltion-
armned with the sanction of the Imperial
House of Commons, where the matter
had been debated by some of the largest
manufacturers, also by Labour mnem-
bers representing the largest number of
organised labourers in the world. It
came from a Senate House which had
the command of specialists and the
knowledge of specialists in every kind
of manufacture which could he men-
tioned. It had at its back the mnatured
experience of nearly 700 chosen from the
very pick and flower of every walk in
English life, from the scion of the
aristocracy to the man who had come out
of a collier's cottage. When we found a
Parliament of that kind, the very mother
of Parliaments, deciding that it wvns not
wise and not statesmanlike to give to any
Government the right of saying what
factory or industry should be exempted
and what shuld not, thea to give that
power would he giving it to a, Govern-
ment which had very limited experience
of factory legislation and of indnstrial
conditions, and would be leaving the
whole question in their hands as to what
was to be exempted and what was not.
Subclause 2 of Clause 6 would practi-
call1y place in the hands of the Govern-
mont the whole of this Bill to use as they
liked. Some member of the Govern-
ment mnight have taken a fad against an
indnstryl; for instance, against the making
of cigars. One would not wonder if the
Premier were to say, "If no other facto ry
comes under this Act, I will take jolly
good care that cigar factories are brought
under its purview." We knew how the
member for East Perth was distinguished
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as a gentleman of fads and fancies in
these matters. We knew how, when he
got an industrial "bee in his bonnet,"
nothing less than a charge of dyna-
mite would expel it : then unfortu-
nately it would knock his own head
off, and we did not wish that to
happen. The clause would give to the
Premier the power almost of life and
death over some industries. Labour
members might not now regard him (Mr.
Nanson) as a special champion of their
creed, but later they might see reason to
change their view. He supposed the
Labour party thought that if he were in
the position of the member for East
Perth, his administration of the Factory
Act would not meet with their approval.
But perhaps it might meet with the
approval of the great body of the workers
of the State, even if it did not meet with
the approval of the professional Labour
party. Let it be assumed, for the sake
of argument, that he was merely the tool
of an emp~loyer', that he had no pity for
the Working men, bad none of the
ordinary instincts of humanity, and that
his one object in life was to extract to
the uttermost every farthing he could
from the working man, to oppress him
and sweat him) in every conceivable
manner for the benefit of the capitalist;
still he felt it his duty to oppose this
kind of provision in a Factories Bill.
If this clause were passed as it stood, the
Premier would be armed with the power
of making the Bill of no avail. Mem-
hers of the Imperial Parliament had
seen, ats we no0 doubt should see on a
division being taken, the dangers lurking
in a clause of this description. It
remained on record in the Imperial
statute-book that not the Government
of the day but the whole Parliament of
the country should hold the power of
discrimination. As for the charge of
inconsistency levelled at him by the
Premier, he contended that he would be
inconsistent if hie did not support the
proposed amendment. He understood
the intention was to discuss, Oil reaching
the schedules, which industries should
come within the scope of the Bill and
which should remain outside its scope, so
that the industries to be exempted could
he enumerated in a fifth schedule. By
this method, the right of exemption
would vest in Parliament, instead of

vesting in the Government of the day.
To place such a power in the bands of
Ministers was unheard of outside Aus-
tralia, and this responsibility ought not
to be thrown on Ministers. He therefore
appealed to the Committee to vote for
the amendment. The Premier had already
shown that he took a very limited view
of the Bill, and wished to limit its scope
as much as possible; therefore the
Labour party should look with suspicion
on the attitude of the Government. Let
the Labour members bear in mind that
the attempt to broaden the scope of the
measure had come from the Opposition
side.

MR. MORAN: At this stage a few
words from tme Premier would probably
set the wvhole matter at rest. Presuming
that the hon. gentleman did not seek to
evade any issue, dlid the Premier wish to
abide loyally by the vote of the House,
and was it his intention to make Sub-
clause 2 consequential on the result of
the amendment? By striking out Sub.
clause 2, we should make the Bill
ap~plicable to all factories in Western
Australia, without exception; but we
could, of course, insert other words
limiting the scope of the measure.

THE PREMvIEP There was some
difficulty in gathering from the remarks
of the member for the M~urchison and
the member for West Perth under which
thimble tme pea was. The former member
had moved that tb6 subclause he struck
out.

MR. NmisoN : Nothing of the kind.
THE PREMIER: Well, the hon.

member had done it by substitute.
MR. !4AN8oN rose to a point of order.

Was the Premier in order in terming
another member a substitute?

THE PREMIER: In view of the
objection raised, hie would not say the
hon. member's substitute bad moved the
amendment, but he would say the lion.
member's colleague had brought forward
an amendment at the express request of
the member for the Alurchison, who no
doubt had drafted the amnendmient him-
self. The object of the amendment was
to strike out Sublamne (2) and substitute
a new subelause in lieu. The whole of
the eighth or ninth second-reading speech
delivered by the niemberforthe Murchison
dealt not so much with the question
whether Subclause (2) should be struck
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out, but with a proposed amendment.
To that proposed amuendment he (the
Premier) objected strongly; but he did
not object to amendment of Subelause
(2). Members approaching the question
with a sincere wish to improve the Bill,
and not misled by those desirous. of
wrecking the measure, would see that the
power to exempt must stand. In the
absence of such power, which was almost
inseparable from a mneasure of this nature,
cases of great hardship must arise. The
lea-der of the Opposition desired the
elimination of the subclause because the
retention of the provision would result in
the smoother working of the Bill.

Mn. NANSON: The amendment
suggested b y the Premier was con-
sequential on die alteration made in the
first subelanse. In order to save time,
he (Mr. Nanson) had suggested that
the amendmient of the me~nber for Sussex
(Mr. Yelverton) should bie taken first,
because if that amendment were carrie
there would be. no necessity for debating
the other amendment suggested.

Tuet PREMIER: The member for
West Perth (Mr. Moran) had asked,
what was the objection to Subelause (2)
with certain consequential amendments?'

Mu. MORAN: Better take a division
on the amnendment.

THzE PREMIER: Ver'y Well.
Amendment (to strike out Subclause

2) put, and a divisiofi taken.
MR. RIGHIAM claimed the votes of the

members for the Murchison (Mr. Nan-
son) and the Swan (M~r. Jacoby), on the
ground that they had called for a division
and bad voted (on the voices) with the
Noes.

Mr. NAirsoN: Was this the only
method by which members on the Gov-
ernment side could obtain votes?

MR. MoRAN said he also was ap-
parently voting onl the wrong side.

[Mr. Nanson and Mr. Moran crossed
the floor and voted with the Noes,.]

Mn. Hionuir: The member for the
Swan (Mr. Jacoby) had distinctly called
for a division.

MR. MORAN;: Why raise these points,
which could not affect the result?

MR. JACOBY said he had not called for
a division.

Tin CHFAIAMAN:- The denial of the
hon. member must be accepted.

The division rdsulted as follows:
Ayes
Noes .. ..21

AYES.
Mr. Atkins
Mr. Butcher
Mr. Hicks
Mr. Pigott
Mr. Purkise
Mr. Thomas
31r. Yelverton
Mr. Jacoby (Totlr).

Mr. NoEs.
Daglish

Mr. Diamond
Air. Ewving
Mr. Forlktes
Mr. Gordon
Mr. Gregory
Mr. Jiastie
Mr. Hayward
Mr. Jamer
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kiuguamill
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Monger
Mr. Moran
My. Nwtsoii
Mr. Plbillipa
Mr. llsson
Mr. Reid
Mr. Taylor
Mr.Wale
Mr. Hligliaz ('follcr).

Amendment thus negatived.
Ma. WALLACE:- This House wats

becoming the laughing-stock of the
country, because of the ruling of'the
Chairman not being obeyed.

Tax OufAuRmNw: The boa. member
must not make such a statement.

MR. WALLACE: If the Chairman's
rulings were not obeyed, he (Mr. Wallace)
would move that the Chairman do leave
the Chair. The Chair man had ruled that
certain members called for a division and
voted with the Noes. Those members
disputed the statemeut, and the Chairman
nevertheless allowed one of thorn (Mr.
Jacoby) to vote with the Ayes.

THE CHAIRMAN:- The member for the
Swan had been asked whether ho had
called for a division, and he answered in
the neg-ative. The hon. member's denial
must be accepted.

MR, WALLACE: Hon. members Were
not in every instance truthful.

Tnsi CHAIRMAx: The hon. memher
must withdraw that remark.

MR. WALLACE:- The member for the
Swan, in response to the Chairman's
question whether he had or had not
voted No, had demurred, and then stated
he would withdraw the callI for a division.

THE CHAIRMAN: The hen, member
must withdraw his charge of untruthful-
nrnss, which reflected on the honour of
another member.

Mn. WAILACE withdrew th e statement.
Ma. PIGOTT: Had the hon. member

really withdrawnP

Majority against ... is

in comminee.
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THE PREMIER: Surely the Chairman
could maintain order.

TnxE CHAIRMANq: It bag been ruled
that the hon. member had withdrawn the
statement. The Committee must accept
the ruling, or vote the Chairman out of
the Chair.

MR. PIGOTT moved that the Chairman
do leave the Chair.

Motion put and negatived.
MR. JAcODY: Possibly vli had voted

contrary to his intention. It was Only
when informed that ho was voting
wrongly that he discovered th mistake.
This was a pure inadvertence, and was
not prompted by any desire to mnislead
the House.

MR. MORAN: The Bill should not be
sectional in its application. He moved
that the wor'ds " in like manner," in. line
1, be struck out, and "by notice in the
Government Gazette " inserted in lieu;
that the word "in," in line 1, and the
words "in any district or part of a dis-
trict," in lines 2 and 3, be struck out.
These amendments were in keeping with
the last vote.

Amendments passed.
NMx. PIGOTT: The regulations should

be laid before Parliament within a given
time after being gazetted.

Tnn Pinwir: Deal with that under
Clause 78.

ME. NANSON: Should not Sub-
clause 3 provide that any alteration or
recission of the Gazette notice be adver-
tised in a, local newspaper alsoP

THE FnEMiER: That was intended.
MR. NA NSON: When an imnportanit

alteration was niade., it should be adver-
tised in one newspaper as well as in the
Government Gazette, which many people
did not see.

TH:E PREMIER moved that in line
10. after "may," the words "in like
manner " be inserted.

Amendment passed, and the clause as
amended agreed to.

Clause 7-Factories to be registered:
MR. MORAN: During the discussion

at the previous sitting, a request was
made that a fair amount of notice should
be given to manufacturers before the Bill
came into operation. Six months' notice
was suggested, also that there should be
three months' farther term before it

Should be obligatory to register; prac-
tically nine months altogether. He under-

stood the Premier was willing to enter
into a compromise 'over the matter, and
extend the time before the Bill came into
operation for three months beyond the
period mentioned in the Bill. He moved
that in line 1 the word " three " be struck
out and "six" inserted in lieu. Small
manufacturers would be hampered by the
expense when the operation of the Bill
commenced; therefore as much time as
possible should be given. In a reform
such as this a delay of three months was
infinitesimal.

MR. HAST1E) If the Bill were to
pass by the, end of the present month,
that would allow five months from
the 1st November until the first April
before the Bill came into operation;
therefore the, manufacturers would be
getting five months' notice, not three.
The request for an extension of time
should not come from the front Opposi-
tion bench. The Labour members had
declared their readiness to p)revent sweat-
ing, and had therefore agreed to extend
the operation of the Bill to all parts of
the State. The enactment Should COMO
into force as soon as possible. The mem-
ber for the Murchison bad spoken about
consistency; therefore one might hope
the how. Member would be consistent on
this occasion aid endeavour to prevent
the manufacturer froin sweating the
workers.

MR. NANSON :It was suggested that
the operation of the Bill should he post-
poned until the I1st July. It had been
forcibly pointed out by the Premier and
the member for Kanowna that the Bill
could not substantially come into force
until the 1st April. Therefore if the
amendment postponing the operation
until the 1st July were carried, it only
meant a delay of three mouths. The
member for Kanowna had accused him
(Mr. Nanson) of inconsistency before he
had expressed himself on the amendment.
His wish was nottogo to extremnes, butto
obtain a workable Bill that would be fair
to all parties, andi it would not make any
difference if the Bill came into force on
the lst April or the 1st July; it was
not going to mnabe or mar manufacturers
or employees. A large body like the
Chamber of Manufactures should have
its request acceded to. He appealed to
the Labour Party for fairness in this
matter.
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THF MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Memberg felt a certain amount of indig-
nation at the waste of time to-night
and on a previous occasion when this
Bill was under discussion, and he ven-
tured to express the hope-

MR. NANSON called attention to the
state of the House.

Bells rung, and quorum formed.
THE MJRSTER FOR WORKS:

When he was interrupted he was about
to express the hope that we should not
witness any more of the lamentable waste
of lime we had seen so far in regard to
this Bill.' The member for the Mur-
ehison (Mr, Nanson) bad said that his
method had been transparent. His method.
certainly had been most transparent; it
was transparent with regard to the amend-
ment now suggested. Anything the hon.
member could do, either to delay the
passage of this Bill or its operation, he
did cheerfully and to the best of his
ability.

MR. NANsON: Was the hon. member
in order?

MEMBER.: The hon. member should Dot
squirm, every time.

MR. NxiqsoN said he was not squirm-
ing. He had risen to a point of order.
It was wise thiat the forms of debate
should he observed.

Tim CHAIRMAN said he was giving
to the hon. member (Minister for Works)
the samec latitude as had been given to
the member for the Murchison.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
hon. member hrad motives.

MR. NANsoN: Was the hon. member
in order in imnputing MotivesP

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS said
lie hastened to withdraw any imputation
on the hon. member. The hon. member
was absolutely devoid oif motive, or any-
thing else. The lion. member priaed
himself on his honesty, but he would be
vastly more honest if he moved at once
that the Bifl be read this day six months.

Ma. I'NANSon: Was the lbon. member
in order in referring to the subject of
honesty?'r

Tans MINISTEUL FOR WORKS:
That he also withdrewv at once, as being
utterly foreign in connection with some
individuals.

MR. NAiqsow: Name?
THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: One

had no wish to be persoual.

MR. JAcony: How far from home
would the hon. member have to go for
that? "

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
The suggested amendment was that the
word "1three " be struck out and "1six "
inserted in lieu, and we were asked to
accept this amendment because forsooth
it was suggested or urged by the
Chamber of Manufactures. He believed
the hon. member held a brief from the
Chamber of Manufactures in Perth. The
hon. mnember said the Bill had been
rushed through the House. The Bill
was read the second time on the 28rd
September, a month ago; and surely
there had been time for members who
displayed such great interest in the Bill
to-night to have studied it, in the interval
between the second reading and thle
present time; but it seemed their interest
had been awakened only since they
received a circular or some request from
the Chamber of Manufactures in Perth.
Then they became interested in the Bill,
and not before. Seeing that if the Bill
passed as it stood there would be five or
six months before it would come into
operation, ample time was afforded not
only to the manufaocturers. who came
within the scope of the Chamber of
Manufactures in Perth, but to mnanufac-
turers throughout this State, to make
due lprovision to meet the requirements
under the Bill. He hoped that if we
were going on with this Bill earnestly
and with aL sincere desire that it should
pass into law, we should endeavour to
do so without any more waste of time ;
without any of those, he was going to
say unseemly performances - he was
almost tempted to call them perform-
ances-we had witnessed to-night.

MR. .PIGOTT: The whole scope of
the Bill bad practically been altered.
When the Bill was introdauced, we heard
it was to be a Factories Bill in part
only ; it was to be applied to certain
districts only, and certain classes of work
only. Was the Bill in that position now?
The Committee had decided -more than
once that the measure was to apply to
the whole of Western Australia, and not
only to one class of factory but practi-
cally to every class of factory. If the
Premier saw fit originally to grant five
months' exemption, surely now that the
Bill was going to be in operation all over

in Committee.
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the State, another month was neces-
sary.

THE PREMIER: If we were going to
apply the Bill to the whole State, we
ought to strike out "three months" and
let it come into operation at once.

MRt. PIGOTT: In the present state of
the Committee, he would suggest that
before there was a division on this point
members should take plenty of time to
consider the thing, and approach it in a
cool, even-minded way. Therefore he
moved that progress be reported.

Motion (progress) negatived.
MR. MORAN: The suggestion of the

Chamber of Manufactures was to alter
the tine for the coming into operation of
the Bill. The time proposed in the
amendment was three months less than
they asked for, and the amendment was
moved by him purely and simply in a
spirit of compromise. He lfltd not the
slightest feeling one way' or the other
with regard to the three months; but he
did not like the slighting way in which
the Minister for Works spoke of the
Chamber of Manufactures in Perth. [THE
MINISTER FOR WORKS: Oh no.] The
Minister and he had fought shoulder to
shoulderagainstfederatiou in this country,
and the bon. member was thenma welcome
guest at every public meeting held by the
manufacturers to put their case before
the country.

THE MxNismn FR WoRXSa said he had
the greatest respect for them.

MR. MORAN: The way that Minister
spoke did not lead him to suspect that
the bon. gentleman had the greatest re-
spect for the manufacturers of Western
Australia, who after all were a deserving
body of people, and their requests should
be treated with due respect by this Rouse.
Those who were free from the overlord-
sbip of either manufacturers orthe Labour
bodies could afford to take a middle
course. He thought last night it was
inferred from what the Premier said that
the hon. gentleman was rather inclined to
agree to the amendment. He (Mr. Moran)
bad no other feeling than to get the Bill
through with the greatest amount of
satisfaction to both parties, employers
and employees. If it came to a real fight
whether the Bill should become law or
not, he would use every effort to make it
law; but at the same time, as an indepen-
dent member, hie suggested that in a case

like this, seeing we had made the scope
of the Bill so much greater, there should
be a compromise by which a three months
longer extension would be allowed. If
the Committee did not want to adopt that,
welandgood. He hoped there would be
no bad feeling about it. He thought the
Chamber of Manufactures would accept
the Bill loyally and royally, trying to do
the best they could: and he felt certain
that if the measure became law and they
became used to it, they would be able to
compete, all things being equal. He did
not suppose they wvould be able to com-
pete otherwise.

MR. DAG-LISH: If one could see any
reason for it, he would be quite willing
to agree to the amendment. The repre-
sentations of public bodies of the im-
portance of the Chamber of Manufac-
tures fully deserved the greatest con-
sideration; but he did not think they
deserved, apart frout their intrinsic merits,
that their recommendation should meet
with entire adoption by this House.

MRt. MORAN: The request of the Cham-
ber of Manufactures was that the Bill
should not come into law until July; and
an additional three months' grace would
bring the measure into operation in June.

MR. flAGfLSH: The factory clauses
of the Bill would come into operation on
the 1st April.

Mn. MORAN: Not at all. We had
passed the clause dealing with the date
at which the measure would come into
operation.

MR. DAGLISH: The Bill, although
to operate from the 1st January next,
would come into operation only on the
day when the liabilities sought to be
imposed on factory-owners were actually
imposed on them.

THE PREMIER: Factory-owners were
given three months to prepare.

Mu. DAGLISH1: That was the posi-
tion. The Chamber of Manufactu res
asked that the Bill should not come into
force until the 1st July. No reason had
been shown for believing that ay par-
ticular clause would operate unjustly,
unfairly, or harshly on the 1st April but
-not on the Ist July.

MR. MORAN: Would the hon. member
admit that the Hill entailed a consider-
able amount of expense in many cases?

MR. BAGLISH: No. If it were true
that much expenditure was necessary to
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make the factories of this State properly
fit and safe for factory purposes, it was
to he greatly regretted that the Bill
would not come into operation on the 18t
January, so that conditions might be
ameliorated for the summer months.
Some few of onr factories were un-
doubtedly bad, some few were over-
crowded, and in some the air space was
not sufficient for the number of workers.
These defects could not be remedied too
early. The only clause of the Bill which
would entail some expense, and in respect
of which farther delay might be necessary
was that requiring factories to be wood-
lined. An amendment to be moved in
that clause had been placed on the Notice
Paper. The leader of the Opposition did
not seem to be aware that Australia was in
advance of Great Britain with respect to
factory legislation, and that the factory
legislation of Victoria was in advance of
that of the sister States, Members on
this (Labour) bench would offer no great
objection. to extending the time for one
month, by way of compromise.

Maz. THOMAS: With every desire to
see the Bill brought into operation as
soon as possible, one could not but recog-
nise that some extension of time was
necessary, particularly as the Bill would
apply to the whole of the State. Clause
65 required that any bnilding used as a
factory or shop which was constructed of
iron, zinc, or tin, must be lined with
wood or other inaterial to the satisfaction
of an inspector. Assuming, as one had
a right to asssune, that this clause
would be passed, he wished to point out
that a number of buildings in this State,
which were not lined and dlid not require
lining, would take a considerable time to
line, especially in outlying districts.

Tas PREiERuP: The hon. member, who
had just refused to differentiate between
one part of the State and another, now
appeared to see the force of it.

MR. THOMAS: Iu regard to such
matters as the prevention of sweating
and the early closing of shops, he would
certainly not differentiate. Clause 39,
for the better prevention of accidents,
would in nmany instances involve the
necessity of a complete rearrangement of
macbinery. Mine managers in erecting
their machinery kept in view the pro-
visions of the Mines Regulation Act, but
of course factory machinery had been

erected without regard to any legis-
lative provisions. Alterations in gearing,
for example, would take considerable
time. In the event of an accident, fac-
tory-owners would be subject to the
penal clauses: they would be breaking
the law unintentionally.

THE PREMIER:- The liability to acci-
dent would be no greater when this Bill
had been passed.

Mn. THOMAS: Hardship might be
entailed if the time for enforcing the
penal clauses were maintained at three
months, as provided by the clause. The
member for Kanowna (Mr. Hastie) had
said factory-owners would have five
months to get ready; but we had dealt
with only six clauses of this measure in
two day7s, and at that rate the Bill would
not become law for another ten weeks.
There could be no valid objection to
extending for another three months the
time for registration. The Bill would
come into force in, January next; and if
onlyto satisfy the inuspectors, most facto ry-
owners would probably comply with the
provisions of the Act, instead of waiting
until the last moment. The clause might
inflict hardship on innocent people.

MR. PURKISS: The Bill as drafted
evidently provided for more than three
months, because the date of commence-
ment, was the 1st January.

THE PaRzwixP: On the same day it
might by notice be made applicable to
the Perth and Fremantle municipalities.

MR. FURKISS : Sorel 'y to appoint
inspectors after the date of commence-
ment, and to constitute districts, wodd
take some time.

Tux PR.EMIER: It need not take ten
minutes.

Mu. NA7NSON: The amendment was
ft. COnLproinise on the original proposal of
the Chamber of Manufactures, that the
Act should not have effect till the 1st
October. Last night the Premier promised
he would be prepared to meet certain hon.
members on Clause 7.

THE PREMIER: Nothing had been
waived in consideration of that.

Mu. NANSON: Debate had been
waived.

Tan PREmiER: The debate convinced
him that the clause was vital.

Mis. NANSON: The Premier was con-
vinced by a division.

in committee.
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THE PREMIER: The hon. member
would be convinced on another point,
before the Bill left the House.

MR. NANSON: The member for
Dundas (Mr. Thomas) had shown how
hardship might by the clause be entailed
on manlufacturers; but no instance had
been given of hardship to the worker if
the amendment were passed.

MR. DACLISH : A few unhealthy fac-
tories were mentioned.

MR. MORAN: The names were not given.
MR. NANSON: Such a statement

should be more explicit.
Mn. DiALleR: The member for Dundas

had been just as general.
MR. NANSON: Why not report in-

sanitary factories to the health authori-
tiesP If there were such abuses which
the amendmient would perpetuate, he
would agree to the clause standing; but
until these were shown, the House should
in a reasonable spirit of compromise meet
the views of the manufacturers, who asked
that the operation of the Bill be post-
poned till October. Split the difference,
and make it the 1st July.

MR. DAGLISH: The allegation made
by him was that a small number of Perth
factories did not meet the requirements
of the Bill, nor provide sufficient space

for the employees. Nothing had been
said about " insanitary " conditions, in
the ordinary sense. There was nothing
in the Health Act, so far as be was aware,
which required that sufficient air-space
should be Iprovided for each person work-
ing in a factory. If the Government
could step in, anl employer should not be
allowed to coop uip people in an insuffi-
cient space.

DR. O'CONNvOR: There was p)ower under
the Health Act.

MR. DAGLISH: Then the Health Act
wats being unsatisfactorily administered
in Perth. There were overcrowded work-
rooms in the city of Perth, and he hoped
the remarks he had made would lead the
how. member (Dr. O'Connor) to make
examination, and lie would not have much
trouble in finding the instances referred to

Mx, JACOBY: If considerable expense
was to be incurred by men working on a
narrow margin of profit, sufficient time
ought to be given to these persons to
make arrangements. There were many
manufacturers who were not making more
than wages, and these people would have

to find the money to make the improve-
ments. To a. majority of, the manufac-
turers the expense might be trifling, but
it might cripple a small proportion. If
there were such bad conditions as men-
tioned by the member for Subiaco, why
did not the workers go to the health
authorities and complain?

MR. THOMAS: The health authorities
should receive the support of the public
in the administration of the Health Act.
Yet the member for Suibiaco wats not
willing to give information as to over-
crowding which he said he knew existed
in the city of Perth. If it was true that
overcrowding did exist, and there was a
necessity in some instances of doubling
the accommodation that was now pro-
vided, it would take some time to increase
the accommodation to comply with the
Bill.

Mu. MORAN: Were the Government
prepared to give way to the extent of two
months, or must the Opposition go on
talking to make converts'I? It would be
impossible to line every iron building
used as a manufactory in Perth within
the time allowed-in fact, he did not
think there was sufficient matebboard in
Perth to do the work. The Goverument
should not be obstinate or vindictive
because they had been defeated on two
occasions.

MR. HASTIE: It was possible to bring
the Bill into operation immediatel 'y. At
the beginning of this discussion it was
suggested by the member for Subiaco
(Mr. Daglish) that to stop farther dis-
cussion, if all parties were agreeable, we
might extend the time for a mouth. That
was offered as a compromise. The posi-
tion taken up by the member for the
Murchison (Mr. Nanson) was that of
embracing every possible opportunit y to
emasculate the Bill, and to delay its
coming into operation. The position of
the Labour party was to do what they
could to bring the measure into operation
at the earliest possible moment. It had
been suggested that if we wished the
Bill to be brought into operation, we
ought to show a spirit of compromise.
If he for a moment dreamt there was
anything in that, he would suggest com-
promise; but it seemied certain that the
only possible way to get this Bill through
was to stick to it as closely as possible-
of course with the amendments the
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Labour party wanted inserted. Any
compromise made by the Government
would induce others to do their best to
obstruct the carrying out of the measure.
He hoped this matter would come to a
division. All members had madtie up
their mninds.

MR. DIAMOND moved " That the
Committee do now divide."

Motion (to divide) put, and a division
called for.

POINT~ OF ORDER.

MR. MORAN: The motion by the hon.
member was " that the Committee do now
divide." He appealed to the Chairman
whether there was any question before
the Committee. The proper motion
would have been "that the question be
now put." There was nothing to divide
upon, and the motion was out of order.
The Chairman never put the question;
therefore what were the Committee to
divide on ?

THE: Pnuwmma Whether "three" be
struck out or not. The member for West
Perth specifically asked what the question
Was.

THE CHAIRKXrN: The motion had been
accepted by him as being equivalent to a
motion "thlat the question be now put."
He knew those were not the exact words,
but be thought that was the intent.

MR. MORAN: Those words were out of
order, and there was no proper motion
before the Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: The form of that
particular motion, when in Committee,
was "that the Committee do now divide;"
so the motion was in order.

Division taken on the question "1that
the Committee do now divide," with the
following result

Ayes
Noes ..

Majority for
AYES.

Mr. Daglish
Mr. Diamond
Mr, Ewin
Mr . Gordo
Mr. Gregory
Mr. Hasd

Mr. Haywar
Mr. James;r
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kingumill
Mir. Mc~onald
Mr. MOne

Mr. Reid
Sir J. 0. Lee Steere
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Highai (Taller).

10

7
NOES.

Mr. Atkins
Mr. Butcher
Mr. Moran
Mr. Ranson
Mr. O'Connor
mr. Pigott
Mr. Taylor
'ir. Thomas
Xr. Telverton
Mr. Jacoby (Tatler).

Motion thus passed, and a division
taken accordingly on the arndmeni
that the word "three" be struck out.
resulting as follows.

Ayes ... ... .. 9
Noes ... .. .. 17

Majority against ... 8
AYES. I NOES.

Mr. Atkins IMr. Daglish
Mr. Butcher Mr. Diamond
Mr. Moran IMr. Ewing
Mr. Raea I Mr. Gordon
Mr. O'Connor Mr. Gregory
Mr. Pigott ir.lnstie
Mr. Thomas Air. Hayward
Mr. Yelverton Mr, JVAUCs
Mr. Jacoby (Tatter). gMr. Johnson

Mr. Mcbonald
Mr. Monger
Air. lesson
Mr. Reid
AlI r. Taylor
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Higham (Tolier).

Amendment thus negatived (in effect).

DEBATE.

Mn, NANSON moved that the Chair-
mani do leave the Chair. We had now
had a discussion long, but not too long,
on Subtlause 2. The mnember for South
Fremantle, taking advantage of the formis
of the Rous~e and abnsing, those forms,
had had the question put to a vote before
a compromise could be arrived at, and
before an opportunity was given of
advancing another argument why the time
for bringing the Bill into operation should
be extended. No doubt a motion that
the Chairman do leave the Chair was
somewhat unusual at this stage, but the
irritation caused on the other (Minisaterial)
side by the honest endeavour of members
on the Opposition side to secure adequate
discussion of and to improve the Bill,
showed that no good purpose could be
served by prolonging the proceedings.
When we had, reached a stage at which
argument had to give way to superior
numbers, although it could in no wise be
maintained that argument had been
exceeded in regard to the clause, it was
wise for the sake of the dignity of the
House, for the esteem in which the House
ought to be held, to terminate the pro-
ceedings.

P'OINT 01F ORDER-PIAHER'8 RULING.

THEK PREMIERa rose to a point of order.
It was intolerable that a motion of this
kind should be discussed. Wasthe hon.
member in order ina discussing a motion
that the Chairnan do leave the Chair?~

in Committee.
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THE CHAIRMAN said he had already
ruled that the motion could not be dis-
cussed, hut the hon. member was now
disputing that ruling.

Mn. NANsoN: Oh, no. Had the Chair-
man ruled that the motion could not be
discussed ?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.
MR. NANSON said he must apologise.

He was not aware that the Chairman had
ruled that the motion could not be
debated. At the same time he felt bound
to say that ho knew of a case where a
motion of the kind had been discussed.
With all respect, he would be glad to
know what Standing Order prohibited
discussion of his motion ?

THE PREMIER: Theme was no neces-
sity for looking up the Standing Order.
The matter could be referred to the
Speaker.

THE CaAnra N: May laid down dis-
tinctly that a motion of this character
could not be discussed. He (the Chair-
man) bad ruled that it could not be
discussed, and he was looking for the
authority to establish his position when
the hon. member proceeded to speak.

MR. NANBON said he had spoken
under a misapprehension. He would be
obliged if the Chairman would quote the
authority for the ruling.

MR. PIGOTT: On a: point of order-
THE Ou~nmN: The ruling had been

given on the point of order.
Mn. PIGOTT: On a point of order-
MEMBERS: Chair!
THE CHArIMAN: The question before

the Committee was that the Chairman
do leave the Chair. He felt bound to
point out, so that members might know
what they were doing, that the effect of

carryingtthe motion would be to stop the
Bil for the time being. The motion was
not " That the Chairman report progress
and ask leave to sit again."

THE PREMIER: That was why the
motion was not discussable.

MR. NAwsow: With all respect, he
would ask the Chairman to quote the
Standin~g Order or the ruling of May on
the point; otherwise the Chairman's
ruling might be disputed and referred to
the Speaker.

THE CHAIRMAN: That could be done.
MR. NANSON: In that case, with all

respect he would dispute the Chairman's
ruling.

Mr. SPEAKER resumed the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN stated the disputed

point.
THE SPEAKER: A moction," that the

Chairman do leave the Chair " was the
same as a motion "that the Chairman
report progress," and therefore must be
put without discussion.

IN COMMITTEE.

THE CHAIRMAN: According to May,
if a motion that the Chairman do leave
the Chair were carried, the Order of the
Day would become a dropped order.

MRt. NANSON: In the circumstances,
he would withdraw the motion.

Motion by leave withdrawn.
THE PREMIER: Consequent on the

striking out of Sub-clause 1 of the pre-
vious clause, thus abolishing the pro-
clamation of districts, he moved that the
word "application," in line 1, be struck
out, and "commencement" inserted in
lieu.

MR. PIGOTT (in explanation): For the
attempt of the leader of the Opposition
to debate the motion that the Chairman
do leave the Chair, he (Mr. Pigott) was
in fault, if fault there were. A few
months ago he was in the Federal House
of Representatives when a similar motion
was debated for 24 hours.

THE CHAIRMAN: The lion. member
was now debating the decision of Mr.
Speaker, and was out of order. The
rules of the Federal Parliament were not
necessarily identical with our rules.

Amendment passed.
THE PREMIER moved that in line 2

the words "part of this " be struck out,and
" to any district" inserted in lieu; also
that " with i such district," in lines 2 and
3, be struck out.

Amendments passed.
MR. DAGLISH: On the Notice Pap~er

appeared an amendment to be moved by
the Chairman, dealing with Chinese or
other Asiatics.

THE PREMIER: Better deal with
them in a. new clause, which would be
framed.

Clause as amended agreed to.
Clause S-Application for registration
MR. HIGHAM moved that the word

"Minister " be struck out and "1inspec-
tor " inserted. As the op~eration of the
Bill had been extended, it was important
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that factory owners might apply direct
to the inspector.

TuEs PREMIER: The applications
.need not be made to the Minister per-
sonally, but were to be addressed to)
him.

Amendment by leave withdrawn.
MR. NANSON. Application was to be

made in writing on a prescribed form,
and must, by paragraph (f), include
"1such other particulars as areprescribed."

THE PREMIER: To indicate in the
Bill all necessary particulars would be
impossible. These, such as appliances
in case of fire, would be prescribed by
regulation.

MR. NANSON: This was objection-
able. In some cases the Bill prescribed
regulations with all possible minuteness.
It would be possible for the Government,
after the Bill became law, to prescribe all
kinds of regulations. If the Government
were to make regulations these should be
embodied in a schedule to the Bill, so
that members might know what was to be
the law.

Taxz PREMIER: Strike out Subelause
(f).

MR. NANSON moved that at the end
of Suhclause (f) the words " in Schedule
5 to be aided " be inserted. That would
enable the Government to prescribe what
regulations were necessary.

Amendment negatived.
MR. NANSON moved that Subelause

(f) be struck out. He understood that
regulations might be necessary under the
Bill; but in the Workmen's Cornpensa-
tion Act the regulations were given in the
Bill.

THE CHAIRMAN: The hon. member
could not now move that Sub-clause (f)hbe
struck out.

Mn. MORAN:- The question before the
Commidttee was the whole clause.

MsR. THOMAS: The clause provided
that the maximum number of persons
employed in a. factory were to be given.
This was rather a drastic order, and he
suggested that the word "approximate"
be inserted in ])lace of "1maximum." A
man might start a factory to manufacture
something which was in demand on the
mines, the manufacturer might put down
the maximum number of men at twenty,
and suddenly be might find a large num-
ber of orders coming in so that he would
have to double his employees. Such con-

tin gency frequently occurred in foun-
daries and other places.

Mn. HIGHAM: There was nothing to
object to in the clause, because the only
power inspectors would have would be
to decide whether there was sufficient
cubic space to suit the number of
employees specified in the application.
If there were not suifficient cubic space,
the inspector -would refuse the applic;a-
tion. If there were a surplus, well and
good; it could be employed later on.

Tax PanMi~in: A building might be
registered, but not more than a certain
number must be employed in that build-
ing.

Mn. NANSON: When our soldiers
went to South Africa, great orders came
in for saddlery which had to be corn-
pleted in a6 very short time. Were we to
understand that if the owner of a
workshop got a special or-der of that
description, an order upon which in some
cases the safety of the Empire might
depend, he would be coppelled to refuse
the order unless he had the necessary
cubic feet of space for all his employees?
Extra work at busy times might necessi-
tate, say in the cool season, perhaps a
few extra men for amonth at the ut most.
In such cases of emergency there should
be something left to the discretion of the
inspector or the Minister..

THE PREMIER: The question of emer-
gency of employment did not arise under
Clause 8.

MR. NAN SON: If some special circum-
stances arose a manufacturer should not
he penalised.

TaxE PnERn: If a manufacaturer, in
a case like that, employed more than the
license allowed, the license could be
revoked.

Ma. NAN SON: Could he not get
temporary exemption ?

THE Paxmxin: Yes; undoubtedly
there would be power given under the
regulations.

Clause passed.
Clause 9-Ins pector to examine fac-

tory:
Mu. NAN SON:; The clause seemed to

give a great deal of latitude. This ques-
tion of whether a factory was suitable for
the purposes for which it was to be used
rested entirely with the inspector.

Tin PREMIER:- Oh, no; there was
clause 10.

in CommWee.
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MR. NANSON: Cla-use 10 did not
really bring it much nearer: The inspec-
tor had to specify, the defect, but was it
open to the inspector on his own auhrt
to define the defect, or was it sufiinl
defined. in the Bill -what was, meant by
defect P

THE PREMIER: By clause 9 mem-
bers would know exactly the position.
If an inspector was not satisfied, he would
make a requisition, and Clause 10 pro-
vided that if the applicant were not satis-
fled with it he had a right to appeal, and
that would settle the matter definitely.
It did not rest entirely in the hands of
the inspector.

MR. NANSON: Was there a sufficient
definition of "defect" in this Bill? Say a
manufacturer was of opinion there was
no defect, who was to settle the pointP
Was it to be settled under the BillP

Turn PREM~reR: Under the Bill.
MR. NANSON: If an inspector had to

say there was a defect under clause so-
and-so of the Bill, that was intelligible,
but if an inspector could simply say, " I
consider it a defect, and the defect is so-
and-so," and was not required to show
that what he considered a defect was
defined as a defect under the Bill, it
would he placing too much power in his
hands. We did not know what these
inspectors were to be paid. He supposed
that on the average it would be about £3
a week. It had been pointed out by the
Kalgoorlie Chamber of Commerce that a
man, to carry out the duties properly,
would require to be an expert in matters
of health, sanitation, pievention of fires,
building, etc., and in their opinion the
question of suitability should be left
entirely in the hands of the local board
of health.

Mu. HiGnMy: Did not this discussion
relate to Clause 10, which really dealt
with the right of appeal against the
decision of an inspector?

THE CH~rnnw: The hon. member was
not out of order, but there had been a
tendency the whole evening to make
second-reading speeches, to which he had
several times called attention. For the
better conduct of business, it would be
well if members would confine themselves
as much as possible to the subject matter
before the Committee.

MR. NANsoN said he was not clear what
a second-reading speech was. If the

Chairman could give some definition Of
that, it might assist him.

THE CHAInMAN! In Committee, when
Clause 9 was under consideration, a, mem-
ber should confine himself to that clause.
The hon. member had on several occasions
during the evening referred to dozens of
clauses.

MR. NANSON: The object lie had was
merely to elucidate his argument. He
wanted now to find out whether the
meaning of "defect " was simply any'
meaning an inspector liked to put on it.
If " defect " was limited in its weaning
to something expressed in the Bill, there
could be no objection to the clause; bit
if we allowed uan inspector, paid a very
small salary-

MR. JAcoBY called attention to the
state of the House.

[Bells rung, and quorumi formed.]
Mn. MORAN moved that progress be

reported.
TnE Pnss&nn-: No. The Government

had offered to report progress a few
moments ago, but the offer was not then
accepted. Now, we would go on.

Motion (progress) put, and a division
taken with the following result :

Ayes ... ... ... 4
Noes ... . . ... 21

Majority against
Arras.

Mr. Moran
Mr. Naeuson
Mr. Yelverton
Mr. Jacoby (Tv.lvr).

17

NES.
Mr- Daglish
Mr. Dimond
Mr. Ewin
Mr. Gordo
Mr. Gregfory
11r. Hastie
Mr. flmnw.
'Mr. James
A]r. Johnson

Mr. Phillips
Mr. Rao~na
Mr. Meid
Mr. Taylo

Mr. Thoma

Mr. welince
MT. Highain (Tcelur).

Motion thus negatived.
MR. NANSON: In order to bring

matters to a head, and to draw an ex-
planation from the rremier, he moved
that after "1used." in line 3, the words,
"1as specified in this Act" be inserted.
The amendment, if carried, would pre-
vent an inspector, or even a Minister,
from refusing a certificate simply because
of some personal fad; both inspector and
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Minister would be absolutely bound by
the measure; and there would be an
appeal not only to the Minister, but
from the Minister to the Supreme Court.

Tviu PREMIER said he did not mind
the amendment.

Amendment passed, and the clause as
amended agreed to.

Clause 10- And may require defects to
be remedied:

MR. HIGHAM moved that Sub-
clause 2 be struck out. The necessary
changes could be made in Clause 72 with
the object of making the Local Court of
the district in which the factory was
situate a court of appeal from any deci-
sion. or requisition of the inspector.

THE PREMIER: This was a question
for the Committee; hut personally he
thought the cheapest and most impartial
tribunal would be the Minister.

Mat. DIAMOND: If the appeal were
to the Police M agistrate, well and good;
but if to honorary justices, the amend-
ment should be negatived.

MR. flIGHAM: The Minister would
not be conversant with local details, and
must depend on the reports of the in-
spector or other officer.

Mn. NANSON: It was his intention
to move that the Conciliation Board be the
tribunal. Would the Premier consent to
report progressP

THE PREMiER: There was none to report.
MR. NANSON: In every Parliament

a Factories Bill, when introduced, was
discussed line by line.

THE Pnnnrxxa: The hon. member's
long and dreary speeches were evidently
not made with intent to i mprove the
Bill, hut rather to waste time.

MR. NANSON: In the Imperial Par-
liament, a debate on the question whether
the Act should apply to the whole State
or to portions only would occupy the
greater part of a session. He moved
that progress be reported.

Motion negatived.
MR. HASTIE: The obvious intention

of the member for Fremantle was to
make the appeal from the inspectors to
the Local Court. We had already in this
country mining inspectors, machinery
inspectors, and others who had as intri-
cate work as an inspector under the
Factories Bill would have to perform. It
was not wise to have an appeal to a Local
Court from an inspector, 'Under the

Imperial Act appeals were to the Local
Government Board and not to any court
The effect of the amendment would be ft
nullify the clause. An appeal to thi
Conciliation Board would be ridiculous
At present there were three Conciliation
Boards, one in Perth, one on the Eastern
Goldfields, and one on the Murchison
and if appeals were to be made to thE
local Conciliation Board it would lx
necessary to constitute six additional
boards. That was apart from the ques.
tion whether it would he wise to makc
appeals to the Conciliation Boards or not
I the Bill was to be of any effect, thE

inspectors should have some respon.
sihilities, and if their duties were carti&
out in a fair-winded way, the Govern.
ment should be held responsible for th(
manner in which the Bill was administered

MR. HIGHAM: While admitting thai
the decisions of the mining and boilei
inspectors had satisfied the public, then
was a general feeling amongst mann,
facturers that there should be the righi
of appeal to some higher authority.

[Attention called to the state of tin
House. Bells rung, and a quorun
formed. ]

MR. HIGHAM: The amondment hi
dosired was to strike out the words
" necessitating the expenditu re of money,'
in hune 2 of Subelause 4, so that then
might be no limit to the requisition o'
which appeals might be made. Then h(
wished to insert "1 or ref usal to grant
license," in lieu of those words. H(
desired also to see struck out that pro,
vision which prohibited appeal so far aw
the refusal to grant a primnary licenE
was concerned. Suhelauses 5, 6, and 7
which provided the nature of the appeal!
and the term within which an appea
must be bronghit forward, would stani
with a small alteration in Sub-clause 5
in relation to which he proposed to altei
the term of seven days to fourteen days
Appeal to a local authority would bE
more satisfactory than appeal to a Min
ister. These amendments would mnee
the view of coastal manufacturers, als(
of some Kalgoorlie bodies. The appli,
cation of this measure was being madE
very wide, and might he extended iron:
Wyndham to Eucla. If his views weno
carried into effect, there would be 40 oi
50 Local Courts available for appeal cases
as against three Concilia~tion Boards.
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THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:- It
would be as well if, instead of striking
out the subelause, the hon. member (Mr.
Higham) would confine h imself to waking
in the subelause itself the difference lie
wished.

MR. NANSON: It would be wise for
the hon. member to fall in with that
suggestion.

Amendment by leave withdrawn.
[Twelve o'clock, niidnight.]

MR. HIIGHEAM1 moved that in line 3,
the wards " Minister whose decision shall
be final" be struck out.

MR. DIMOND: It was to be hoped
the words would not be struck out. To
leave the matter t~o the adjudication of
the Minister would prove less expensive,
less productive of delays, and in every
respect snore satisfactory.

MR. NANSON called attention to the
state of the House.

[Quorum fortned.]
Mn. DIAMOND: The wish of the

Fremuantle factory owners, as expressed at
a large and representative meeting of
persons interested in the Factories and
Shops Bill, was that after "Minister"
the words " whose decision shall be final"
should be struck out, and that "finally
to the Supreme Court " should be inserted
in lien. Thus it appeared that the
amend nient of the member for Fremantle
(Mr. Higham) was not in accordance
with the wishes of the people on behalf
of whom the hon. member spoke. He
appealed to that hon. member to with-
draw his amendment, and not uncon-
sciously to play into the bands of those
desirous of wrecking the Bill.

Tu MINISTER FOE MINES:
While it would be better to pass the
clause as printed, it was a fact that most
of the chambers of commerce and chamn-
bers of manufactures desired an alteration
creating the magistrates of Local Courts
or the Board of Conciliation the final
tribunal. The Klalgoorlie Chamber of
Commerce had expressed the opinion that
an appeal to the Minister would be of
no use. The measure was new, and
therefore people concerned had no know-
ledge of how it would work. The duties
of inspectors tinder the Mines Regulation
Act and under the Boilers Inspection
Act, which were more important than the
duties of the inspectors to be appointed

under this Bill, had been performed in
such a manner as to give rise to no corn-
plaints.

MR. MORAN:- Had not the Minister
had complaints concerning his inspectors?

Tnnu MINISTER FOR MINES:
Decidedly not, as to their decisions
regarding machinery.

M u. MORAN: It was well known the
Minister had received complaints; and
from the Labour party, moreover.

TnnE MINISTER FOR MINES: The
hon, member (Mr. Moran) generally
knew a good deal more about the working
of departments than did those intimately
connected with them. He (Minister for
Mines) had removed inspectors for certain
reasons, but those reasons were not to be
sought in ainy complaints on the score of
the watiner in which the inspectors'
duties bad been Jperformed. The-working
of the Bill would be smoother and less
expensive if appeal were to the Minister,
and not to Local Courts or to the Board
of Conciliation. It mattered little to the
Governmnut whether the amendment.
were carried or not, since its adoption
would meet the wishe§ of the various
chambers of commerce and chamibers of
manufactures.

If a. 1'ANSON : As the Perth 0 ham-
her of Manufactures, the Kalgoorlie
Chamber of Commerce, and representa-
tives of Fremantle importers and manu-
facoturers were united in opposition to
the clause, he again appealed to the
Premier to avert the scandal of passing
the clause after midnight, and moved
that progress be reported.

Motion put, and a division takren with
the following result

Ayes ... 5

Noes ... .. .. 19

Majority against ... 14
inxs. NOES.

Mr. Morn 3ir. Daglish
Ifr. NansRon Mr, Diamond
Mr. Thowas Mr. Ewi=Mr. Yelvertoii 6ie. Goro
Mr. Jacoby (TOIlT].) Mir. Gregory

bir. Nestle
Mr.iawr
Mr:.1111m.=
Sir. Junmem
Mr. Johnson
Wr. Ringsimifl

Mr. McDonald
Mr, Monger
Xr. Pains
Mr. Rasen
Mr. Reid
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Highani (Teller),
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Motion thus negatived.
THE PRE MIER: Better deal with this

question on Clause 72.
Mx. NAusoN: Yes; if the Premier were

willing to strike out Subelause 2.
ThmE PREMIER: That would evi-

dently be the wiser plan.
Amendment (Mr. Higham's) by leave

withdrawn.
MR. HIGHAM moved that Subelause

2 be struck out.
Amendment passed, and the clause as

amended agreed to.
Clause 11 - Inspector to certify to

-Minister:
THE PREMIER moved that the words

"by the Minister," in line 3, be struck
out, and "on appeal " inserted in lieu.

Amendment passed, and the clause as
amended agreed to.

Clause 12--agreed to.
Clause 13-Certificate, of registration:
Ma. MORAN moved that the words

",unless he be a member of a coloured
Asiatic race " be added to the clause.

Tni P.REM3iER: Better deal with
Asiaties by a separate clause.

Amendment notpressed,. and theculause
passed.

Clause 14-Registration fees:
M-a HIll 1AM moved that the clause

be struck out. Factories would have to
be registered not for the benefit of owners,
but for the benefit of the community at
large; therefore the manufacturers: should
not be mulceted in fees without recei ving
somle benefit.

Tnsf PREMIER: If the fees were, too
high, they could be reduced.

Ma. IonGAss Th~e principle of fees
altogether wats objected to, because no
benefit was received.

Mr. NANSON:- The amendment was
a proper one. If fees were to be paid, the
persons for whose benefit the Bill was
brought forward should pay them. If a
plebiscite vote of the manufacturers was
taken to- morrow they would vote that the
Bill was not necessary; but members
looked at the measure from two p)oints of
view, in the interests of the manufacturer
and the employee. If we looked at the
Bill from a point of view of the ma~nu-
facturer, it must be admitted that it was
not required. It was to protect the
worker that the measure was being passed.
Every person throughout Western Aus-
tralia who employed one person had to

he registered under the Bill anad pay a f
of five shilings; if a man kept a cel
bier's shop and employed an atssis tan
that was a factory, and a fee would hav
to be paid. There were certain anomalli(
in the Bill which would have to t
removed,

MR. THOMAS; There was an objei
tion to fees being charged when n
benefit wats received therefrom. The]
could only be one reason for levying sue
fees in Western Australia, and that wt
to raise more revenue. In relation I
every Bill that came before us, if thei
was a possible opportunity of putting
a schedule of fees, it was safe to bet tht
the Government would put in sue
schedule. If this increase of revenr
would only do some good to the countr:
one might give way a little on tf
principle involved, for the common gon
which would accrue; but lie claimed thu
if we allowed the collection of 5s. feE
throughout the State, the result would b
as was seen during the last two years,
rapidly increasing public service.

MR. NAziSOri called attention to t12
state of the House.

[Quorum formned.]
n. THOMAS: On the anut,

Estimates, we were expendiog in char
ties a little over £19,000 a year, and tlf
administration of the charities cost near]
£8,000.

TnsR CuArnItAN: The Estimates wet
not before the Committee.

Mit. THOMAS: To collect fees of tfir
sort would mean an increase of our Civ
List, without benefiting any man. I
regard to public works, we spent
administration from 20 to 30 per cent.c
the cost of the works.

TasE MINI8,tER von Wonas: That wa
absolutely untrue.

THE CHAIRMAN: The hon. memibE
must not refer to the Estimates.

Ma. THOMAS: The instance he gay
was sufficient to prove his contention a
to -what would probably happen if wv
allowed these fees to he charged.

MR. DAnLI19R: The statement we
contradicted.

MR. THOMAS: One instance we
not disproved, that in relation to charit
and the cost of administering it. Th
other instance he could not prove a
present.
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THE MINISTER 10z Wotcs:- The
assertion woade was not correct.

MR. THOMAS: Then one did not
know what the figures meant. People
who had not asked for this Bill should
not be forced to pay a, stiff registration
fee. The Bill would benefit the whole
State considerably; every worker, especi-
ally the boy and the woman, would
benefitto an enormous extent; and seeing
that nearly every person or the vast
majority in Western Australia would be
benefited by the operation of this
measure, it behoved the Government to
see that the inspectors were paid out of
the public revenue. Ile again appealed
to the Premier to report progress. It
was a farce for any reports to go forth to
the country that the Legislative Assem bl~y
dared to sit here-only 14, 15, or 16
members-to force a Bill of such vital
importance through Committee. It was
doubtless the intention of the Premier-

THE PREMIER: Was this speakingIre
the clause?

Mn. THOMAS claimed that he had a
right to raise his voice in protest against
a thin House dealing with this clause.

THE PREMIERZ: On a point of order,
bad this anything to do with the clause?

Tna CHAIRMANu: The hon. member
was not out of order just flow.

MR. THOMAS: The Premier ought
not to rise to order twvice within five
minutes, when an important principle
was being dealt with. So thin at Comn-
mnittee as this-

Tua CHAIRMAN: The hon. member
must not deal with the Committee, but
with the subject matter of the clause.

MR. THOMAS: The objection to the
clause was that -no benefit accrued to the
persons who wvere to be charged fees. He
supported the amendment.

MR. HASTIE:- It was to be regretted
that the hon. member (Mr. Thomas) had
at last joined the out-and-out obstruc-
tionists. No question of principle was
involved. The hon. mnember knew fees
were charged wherever inspections were
made, and it was right that the industry
to be benefited should pay the fees. This
objection was farcical. That factories
and early-closing laws were to the benefit
of inanufacturers and shopkeepers was
proved by the fact that when legislation
off this kind lapsed, even those manufac-
'turers and shopkeepers who had strongly

opposed it in the first instance were
clamorous for its re-enacatment. It was
fair to assume that manufacturers would
to some extent at any rate benefit by this
Bill, and therefore they might well pay
a smiall fee for inspection.

MnR. THoMAs: Were fees charged for
inspection of mines?

MR, HASTIE: Mines had to pay for
registration. The clause should stand as
prin ted.

MR. MORAN: The bon. member (Mr.
Hastie) asked why manufacturers should
not pay fees, seeing that gold miners,
leaseholders, and woodcutters paid fees.
Pearlers and hotelkeepers also paid fees.
These cases were not anaagous to that
of the manufacturer. A mniner's right
gave the prospector the privilege of
seeking gold on Crown land and on
private property.

MR. THuons called attention to the
state of the House.

THE CHIAIRMA-N declined to test the
question whether a quorum was p resent.

MR. MORAN: Moreover, a. miner'is
right gave the holder a status in a law
court.

Tnn CHAIRMAN : The question was one
of fees for the registration of factories.

MR. MORAN: The advocates 0+ the
Bill said manufacturers should pay a fee
because the miner paid a fee. Tnl return
for this fee, what privileges would the
manufacturer get?

THE PREMIER:- That of avoiding
Chinese corn petition, and of secur-ing fair
conditions in respect of the other com-
petitors.

Mn. MORAN: To obtain these privi-
leges was the license necessary ?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The satme
argument applied to pearlers.

Ma. MORAN: No. The pearler was
privileged to exploit tlhe wealth of the
country.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: Pearls were
obtained outside the three-mile limit.

MR. MORAN: The pearler was pro-
tected ou shore.

ThnE COLONIAL SECRETA RY: And would
he were he not licensed.

My,. MORAN: Without the license he
could not get pearlIs, whereas the factory
owner received for his license fee no such
consideration. The Act would affect half
of the population of the State, and of
that half only one-fifth were asked to pay
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fees for the benefit of the remainder.
The fee would be fair if paid by employer
and employee alike. That the employer
was compelled to treat his employees with
humanity was not a. privilege but a
restriction. The Bill was one of general
administration, yet by this clause the
manufacturers would have to pay for
administration of the law.

(Attention called to the State of the
House. Quorum formed.]

MR. MORAN: No other Bill except a
Customs Bill would affect more people
than this; therefore it should be care-
tinily considered, and not be rushed
through by a brutal majority. The
measure would tend to the amelioration
in the future of a large manufacturing
population which might grow -up here;
and being a Bill of general admillist ra-
tion, it should be paid for by the people
of thle State, not by a few.

Ma. JOHNsoN: Move that the emi-
ployee should pay.

Ma. MORAN: The expenses should be
paid by the community, and not by the
employees or employer.

Ma. JOHNSON:I What about the Trade
Unions ActF

MR. MORAN:- That Act conferred
great and grand privileges on trade
unionists. There was an Act which was
on all-fours with the Bill before the
House, the Conciliation and Arbitration
Act; and who paid for that Act?

MR. ELABTIE: The same people who
would pay for this Bill.

MR. MORAN: On the Estimates there
was a Sum of money in connection with
the carry-ing out of the Conciliation and
Arbitration Act.

Ms. HAsTiEF: So there would be in
connection with this Bill.

MR. MORAN: The trade unionists
paid for registration because they had a.
great boon conferred on them.

MR. JoRNson: It was not a boon at
all; it was a curse.

MR. MORAN: Until now he had never
heard a. member of the Chamber say
*lat the Conciliation Act was a curse.
So in 12 months, that which was to bring
about the nailleniuta in Western Australia
had become a curse! The State paid the
salary of the Judge who presided over the
Conciliation Court, and paid the members
who were associated with that Judge.
The timber-cutter who paid fees had the

privilege to go on the Crown lands and
cut timber; the trade unionists had the
benefit of the law and the legal recogni-
tion of the unions; a friendly society was
a cornbination of people who asked to
have legal sanction for their union, which
was a great benefit to them; so in all
these eases, the State gave privileges in
exchange for a legal fee. But what pri-
vilege was given to the manufacturer in
return for which hie was asked to pay a fee P
Under this measure an inspector bad to
be a sort of Admirable Criehton; he had to
be a compendium of goodness knew how
many statutes, with an experience that a
man could not gather perhaps in a life-
time. A manufacturer who was carrying
on his business argued that he was, doing
so in a humane way. The State came
along and said, *1We will curtail your
privileges or what you consider your
privileges; we will narrow the scope of
your operations. We will prevent you
from employing the number of men you
are employing now unless you put more
buildings up." The slightest interference
'with the nianufacturer would cost him
money. In this case we were going to
confer a privilege on the State, not alto-
gether A the expense of the manu-
facturer, hut certainly the manufacturer
was the one who would be affected niost
and most often nder this measure. Why
did the Government wish to pile up the
ever-increasing burden of taxation upon
the people of Western Australia? There
was always an argument for seeking
farther avenues of revenue like this, if
the State was labouring under the dis-
advantage of a. shortage of revenue; but
we knew that even in the Budget intro-
duced by the Government there was a,
surplus. It was desirable that we should
have social legislation for the general
public, and the State found the benefit
of it in having a healthy and cheerful
community. All this affected the State
and the State Should pay for it; but
under this Bill there would be thousands
of places where fees would have to be
paid by people who did not want the
measure. In Wyndham, Derby, and
Broonme, the most northerly towns in this
State, there were many little factories;
aerated water manufactories and all sodts
of things. There were two or three in
Broomne. There were little boot shops in
each of the places he had mentioned,
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any amount of little shops which would
comne under the Bill, and 4s. was a fairly
decent poll-tax. It was only the mini-
mum, however; the fee ran tip to £2 2s.
pero he, which was at the i-ate of

£1000 per annuml.
THE CHAIRMAAN:* The question before

the Coimnittee was not one of taxation.
ME. MORAN : If the clause proposed

to tax all employees at the rate of 4s. per
head, what would be saidP This ta-
tion was unfair in its incidence.

MR. NANSON: The lion. member's
interesting financial calculations took
rather too wide a sweep. Owing to the
manner in which thieiscope of the Bill
had been enlarged, thi clause involved
financial considerations of no small
magnitude.

THE CHAIRMAN: Clause 14, and not a
question of taxation, was before the Com-
mittee.

MR. NANSON: The fee to be
imposed was equivalent to a tax.

THE CHAIRMAN: The fee was to be
paid by the faoctory owner.

MR. NANSON: Exactly;i that was
where the member for West Perth fell
into error. The member for Kalgoorlie
(Mr. Jobnson) had suggested, at strange
variance with Labour principles, that
workers as well as employers should pay
fees; and the suggestion perhaps had
some tendency to lead the member for
West Perth astray. It was certain that
the clause would produce far more
revenue than was required for the pur-
poses of the measure. Presumably there
was no intention to get in, by a side wind,
funds for general purposes.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES rose to a
point of order. The financial aspect of
the Bill arose under the first schedule,
and not nder this clause; accordingly
he asked the Chairman to rule the hion.
member's remarks out of order.

MR. NANSON: In the circumstances,
he would defer farther remarks on the
financial aspect until the schedules were
reached. Clause 14, while providing that
certain fees should be payable for regis-
tration, did not state by whom they were
to be payable. Would the fee be paid by
the owner, by the Government, by a
stranger, or by the employee?

THE CHAIRMAN: The hion. member
was wasting time.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: Read
clause 13.

Mn. NANSON: That provided for a
fee on registration. To remove the
ambiguity, he moved that the words
"by the Government" be added to the
clause.

MR. JACOBY called attention to the
state of the House.

[Bells rung, and quorum formed.]
Amendment pitt and negatived.
THE PREMIER : On recommittal,

nay ambiguity would be removed.
Clause passed.
Clause 15-Renewal of registration on

change of occupancy:
MR. NANSON: Must a fresh fee be

paid on every renewal P
THE PREM~IER: No.
Clause passed.
Clause 16-Mode of computing per-

sons emlployed in factory:
MR. NANSON: Would the occupier

and one employee constitute a factory ?
THE PREMIER: Yes. The wife did

rnot count.
Clause passed.
Clause 17-agreed to.
Clause 18--Powers of inspectors:
MR. NANSON: The inspector might

enter at reasonable hours if he had
reasonable cause to believe any person
was employed on the premises. Could
he break in at 1-30 am. ?

THE PREMIER: He. could not break in
at any time. For entry made without
reasonable cause the inspector would be
liable. This was taken from the New
Zealand Act.

MR. NANSON: The measure bad
been extended to establishments not
originally contemplated. Some Perth
factories were kept lighted all night; and
if there was a light in a place all night,
with all the blinds down, and if there was
no opportunity of ascertaining whether
anyone was working therein, would it
be held that an inspector was acting
unreasonably by breaking into the
place ?

THE PREMIER: He could not break
in.

MR. NANSON: As long as a factory
was locked up, and the windows were
closed, even if there might be a light in
the building and work was being carried
on there during the whole of the night,
an inspector could do nothing. If an
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inspector broke into a building would he
be liable?

THE PREMIER: He would be liable at
common law. If an inspector was found
to be acting unreasonably he would soon
be shifted.

Mn. JOHNSON: It would be desirable
to strike out the word "reasonable"
in line 1 of Subelause 1. If someone
was working in a factory at night and
the inspector knocked at the door, the
occupier might refuse to allow the

inspetor to enter, as it was an unreason-
able hour.

ME. HASTTE: If an inspector went
to a factory at 11 o'clock at night, the
occupier might say it was an unreason-
able hour and refuse to admit him.

THE PREMIER: It was intended
that there should be some limitation of
the powers of inspectors. The clause
was reasonable as it stood.

Mn. HASTIF: So long as the clause
would not prevent an inspector going into
a building if people were heard at work
at 11 o'clock at night or 1 o'clock in the
morning, there could be no objection.

THE PREMIER: If people were heard
working, that would be *a reasonable
hour.

MR. NANSON: Was it to be supposed
that an inspector could go at airy hour of

the night and prowl around premises to
see if the provisions of the Bill were being
complied with. Tf that was so, the Gov-
ernment might run the chance of an
inspector being locked up by a constable.
It was a question whether a person living
on the preinises and seeing a maln prowl-
ing about and in a burglarious attitude
could not shoot the muan on sight. It had
been held by Mr. Justice Hawkins in the
High Court of Judicature that a man
being seen oil premises at night appar-
ently in a burglarious act, could be fired
at with the object of maiming him. And
if the man was killed it was not an act of
murder or manslaughter. According to
Subelause 4, not only could an inspector
prowl aboutpremises, but he couldexamitue
and question every person found on
the factory or who lie had reason to
believe had been in the factory within
the preceding two months. Under this
clause an inspector might rouse up
anyone who happened to be on the
premises, if the place was a factory
within the meaning of the Bill. He

might call persons from their beds and
proceed to examine and question them.
That might be putting a strained mean-
ing on the clause; but when it was

possible to import a meaning of this
description int it, it did not say very
much for the draftmnanship of the
measure. It only showed the necessity
for us to look into it. Under Subelause
5 the production of a certificate was
required. This first subelause as to all
hours of the night seemed to vitiate
Subclauses 3, 4, 1, and 6. It might
have been better to have paid more atten-
tion to the suggestion of the member for
Kalgoorlie (Mr. Johnson), and to have
seen whether we could not improve the
subclause so as to avoid the confusion
iuto which we were led with regard to
Subelauses 31 4, 5, and 6.

THE PREMIER: This was an admir-
able instance of the unreasonable nature
of the opposition to the Bill. When he
introduced the measure he particularly
pointed out that he would be as reason-
able as possible with regard to its
provisions. The amendments to which
he most strongly objected to-night and
last night were amendments which in his
opinion did not improve the Bill by
giving it a wider scope than was desirable
at present. We had heard its provisions
criticised, also its draftsmanship. The
Bill passed by the Imperial Parliament
in 1878 showed that inspectors in, Eng-
land had greater powers than it was
proposed to give to inspectors here.
Under Subsection 1 of Section 68 of the
English Act, an inspector bad the same
powers as we were giving in Subelauses
1 and 2 of Clause 18 of this Bill. In
addition, under Subsection 2 he had
power to take with him in every case a
constable into a factory in which he had
reasonable cause to apprehend any serious
obstruction in the execution of his duties.
Under Subsection 8 he could require
the production of the registers, certifi-
cates, notices, and documents. Sub.
section 5 gave power to enter any school.
Under Subsection 1 an inspector could
enter, inspect, and examine at all
reasonable times by day and night a
factory and a workshop and every part
thereof, when he bad reasonable cause to
believe that any person was employed
therein-that was our Subelause 1-and
to enter by day any plaoce which he had
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reasonable cause to believe to be a factory
or workshop-that was our Subelause 2.
Under Subsection 4, which was the
same as our Subelause 3, an inspector
had the power to make such examination
and inquiry as might be necessary to
ascertain whether the enactments for the
time being in force relating to public
health and the enactments of the Act
were being complied with so far as
respected the factory or workshop and
the persons employed therein. Under
Subsection 6 he had power to examine
either alone or in the presence of any
other person, as he thought fit, with
respect to matters under the Act, every
person whom be found in a factory or
workshop or such school as aforesaid, or
whom lie had reasonable cause to believe
to be or to have been within the pre-
ceding two months employed in a factory
or workshop, and to require such person
to be so examined. Under Subsection
7, which was the same as our Subclause
6, he could exercise such other powers as
might be necessary for carrying the Act
into effect. One did not see in the
English section that protecting provision
which members would find in the second
paragraph of Subelause 4 of this Bill,
which enacted that no person, on any
examination or inquiry by an inspector,
should be called upon or required to
answer any' question which might incrimi-
nate himself. What foundation was
there for his friend's attack on this
clause ? If the bon. member would
only come to the consideration of this
question with a desire to arrive at a
reasonable conclusion, he would find that
the Bill was infinitely more reasonable
and moderate than he would lead one to
believe it to be by his constant repetitions
and tirades. In the English Act of
1878, wherethere was the matn red wisdom
of that Parliament to which the hon.
member referred in such glowing torms,
equal if not greater powers were given
than were given by this Bill.

MR. NANSON: The hon. gentleman
had evaded the point raised. He (Mr.
Nanson) pointed out that we had to bear
in mind the Bill had been so amended in
regard to the definition of "factory"'
that it would apply to places the
Act in England did not apply to. The
hon. gentleman read out a number of
subsections in regard to th~e English Act

which apparently were on all-fours with
the subiclauses in the clause we were
now discussing. The Premier did not
state what was the definition of" factory"
uinder the British law.

THE PREMIER: The English defini-
tion of "factory" did not depend on the
number of workers, except in one case-
that of foundries -hr which it was pro-
vided that not less than five workers were
necessary to constitute a factory.

Ma. NANSON: The definition under
this Bill would apply to dwelling-houses
if work were done in them. People might
thus be roused at any hour of the night
by an inspector.

THE CHAIRMAN called attention to
this Standing Order of the British House
of Commons, which also applied to our
proceedings:

That Mr. Speaker or the Chairman, having
called the attention of the House or of the
Committee to the conduct of a member who
persists in irrelevant or tedious repetition,
either of his own argument or the argument
of other members used in the dobate, may
direct him to discontinue his speech.

The hon. member during the last quarter
of an hour had persistently repeated,
aga in and again, arguments which he had
previously used. In the interests of good
order he (the Chairman) might find it
necessary to use the power given under
the Standing Order quoted.

Mx. NANSON: Perhaps the Chair-
man would state whether we had also a
12 o'clock rule, forbidding the rushing
through of Bills when no quorum was
present F The British Parliament had
such a rule, designed to prevent such
flagrant abuses as that now being per-
petrated. The Premier had been appealed
to again and again to report pr-ogress, so
that the provisions of the Bill might be
fitly and adequately discussed. He (Mr.
Nanson) had hoped for the Chairman's
support; he had hoped that the Chairman
would use his influence with the Premier
to prevent so gross at public scandal as
the rnshing through of a highly imupor-
taut measure in the small hours of the
morning. A second-reading discussion
might, perhaps, proceed under such cir-
stances; but the Committee stage called
for close and careful consideration.

Ma. THOMAS moved that progress
be reported.
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Motion put, and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes
Noes

Majority against ..

AT,,.
Air. Mora
Mr. Naneon
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Velyorton
Mr. Jacoby (Teller).

19

'4
Noze.

Mr. Ewing
Mr. Gordo.
Mr. Gregry
Ir. naoi

Mr. Holom
Mr. James
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Xingsmilj
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mone
Mr. Philipm.
Mr. Parkis
Mr. Raom
Mr. Reid
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Righamn (Teller).

Motion thus negatived.
MR. MORAN hoped this habit of

applying the gag would not grow.
TnE PREMIER: Adjourn when we

reach Clause 22, which is really con-
tentious.

MR. MORAN: The powers of
inspectors having been extended by apply-
ing the Bill to the whole State, this clause
was vital. Most laundries were in
dwelling-houses. Were women who had
retired for the night to be obliged to
dress to receive the inspector? This
applied to dressmakers also. Permit of
inspection by night in Perth, Fremantle,
and Kalgoorlie; but not elsewhere.

THE PREMIER: There was power to
exempt a small class of factories.

MR. MORAN: But would it be exer-
cised? Such night-work was unobjection-
able if unaccompanied by tyranny over
the employee. If this power to enter by
night were abolished, the remaining
powersa of inspectors might be defined by
regulation. The powers given were
requisite, but lie objected to the time
given. We should not allow an army of
inspectors to roam through the country
breaking into premizes at all hours of
the day and night.

MR. NANSON moved that in Sub-
clause 1, lines 1 and 2, the words " by
day and night" be struck out. The
Premier bad stated that if a person broke
into a factory, he would be liable to be
proceeded against in the law courts, and
the onus rested on the inspector to show
that he had gone into the place at a

reasonable hour. In a printing office or
a bakehouse, where the work was carried
on at night and in the small hours of the
morning, a reasonable hour for an
inspector to visit such places would be
during the hours of the night. If an
inspector went at night to a factory
where all the work was done in the day
time, he would bring himself under the
charge of going to the place at an
unreasonable hour.

THE PREMIER: It was not unreason-
able to ask for powers which bad been
found necessary everywhere else. It
seemed just as objectionable for an
inspector to go to a, place where there
were four persons working as where
there were two. If the amendment was
carried, the Court would bold that a
reasonable time was in the dlay time. The
clause was not unreasonable. He did
not wish to press for the contentious
clauses which began at Clause 22. The
only matters on which there had been
honiest controversy were on the definition
of factory and the question of the scope
of the Bill.

MR. JACOBY: As the scope of the
measure had been altered to apply
throughout the State, the powers of the
inspectors were very important. It was
not right to discuss the measure at such
an hour of the morning when very few
members were present. Progress should
be reported.

ME. NANSON: If the words were not
struck out, the clause would be rendered
abortive. Those who knew something
about industries would understand that it
would be absurd to go to a newspaper
office at 10 o'clock in the morning to see
the conditions under which the men were
working. The time to visit a newspaper
office was at about 2 o'clock in the
morning. There was no reason why the
words " by day and night " should be
kept in the clause.

MR. THOMAS again protested against
proceeding with this important Bill at
this hour. He moved that progress be
reported.

Motion (progress) negatived.
Amendment put and negatived.
ME. NANSON: The words "or whom

he has reasonable cause to believe to be
or to have been within the preceding two
mnonths employed in a factory," in Sub-
clause 4, should be struck out. There
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were other means of obtaining the inform-
ation. If there was reason to suppose a
person was a material witness, presum-
ably he could be summoned in the usual
way.

THE PREMIER: The provisions which
were fotind to be necessary everywhere
else ought to commend themselves here.
There were some persons, like the member
for the Swan (Mr. Jacoby), who wanted
to start everything on their own. There
were some who did not seem to realise
that under the administration of any Act
passed difficulties would crop up. Altera-
tions had to be made to deal with the
difficulties wbicb occurred. In the South
Australian Act they had exactly the same
power as that provided for here.

ME. NANSON: Why was it put in ?
THE PREMIER said he bad given the

reason why it was put in the Bill.
MR. MORAN: The present Premier

used to strongly object to the contention
that what was done in other countries
should be done here.

THE Pan NflER: Reasons were then
given by him why we should not adopt
what was done in other countries.

MR. MORAN: It would be a hard
thing to ask the Premier or Parliamentary
Draftsman to bring into being a whole
Factory Act; but when one quoted sections
of any Act, and said they were all-suffi-
dient, he ought to show that the condi-
tions were the same. The objection he

was taking was to simply quoting another
country, ad putting in legislation here
without being able to give a correspond-
ing reason. The Opposition had improved
tis Bill out of recognition in some
quarters. They had so improved it that
it would not only include Perth with its
few acres but Western Australia with its
broad millions. All the Opposition
wanted now was intelligent explanation
of the various clauses.

MRs. NANSON: Why was the period
of two months fixed? The Premier could
give no reason, having simply adopted the
provision in holus-bolus fashion. Why
should we displace, by this system of
enforcingdeclarations, the ordinary system
of summoning an offender and sub-
poenaing any witnesses reguiredP We
ought not to pass the clause blindfold.

MR. DAGLISH: The statement of the
Opposition that members on this (Labour)
side took no interest in the Bill Must be

taken exception to. This side had all
along shown interest in the measure.

ME. Jxcoiiy: The bon. member should
talk about the clause, and not about him-
self.

MR. DAGKLISH: The member for the
Swan rarely spoke on matters in which
he had not a personal interest.

MR. JACOBY rose to a point of order.
He asked for a withdrawal of that state.
meut.

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps the member
for Subiaco would modify the expres-
sion.

MR. DAGLISH: The hon. member
rarely spoke excep)t on matters in which
he took a personal interest, like the
Agricultural Bank Act Amendment Bill.

MR. JACOBY: The member for Subiaco
having made and repeated the statement
that he (Mr. Jacoby) never spoke on
matters unless personally interested in
them, he asked that the hon. member be
compelled to withdraw the statement.

THE UHAiRmAN: If the member for
Subiaco wished to convey that the mem-
ber for the Swan spoke only on matters
in which he had some personal, private
interest the remark must be ruled out of
order.

MR. DAGLISH said he must decline to
withdraw the remark, simply because the
meinber for the Swan chose to put an
improper construction on it.

MR. JACOBY: No other construction
was possible.

THE CHAIRMAN: The member for
Subiaco must either withdraw or explain
the remark.

Mn. DAGLISH: The hon. member
(Mr. Jacoby) was not referred to in any
way as being pecuniarily interested. More-
over, the remark was not that thelhon.
member never, but that he rarely, spoke
on matters in which he was not person-
ally interested.

Mn. NANSON: The amendment
would be withdrawn if the Premier ex-
plained why " two mouths " was fixed.

MR. DIAMOND moved that the ques-
tion be now put.

MR. MORtAN: The motion was out of
order, because the hon. member moved it
when out of his place.

THE PREMIER: Objection should have
been taken previously.

THE CxnAn&: The motion was out
of order.

in Committee.
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MR. MORAN: Would the Premier
explain why this "two mouths" proviso
found a place in English legislation?

THE PREMIER: Explanation hadl been
given.

ME. DIAMOND moved that the ques-
tion be now put.

Motion passed; the amendment then
put and negatived.

MR. NANSON: Suibelause 6 pro-
vided that inspectors might exercise such
other powers and authorities as the Gov-
ernor might deem necessary. Could the
inspectors be given powers not contem-
plated in the Bill, or would such powers
be ultra svre, and subject to review by a
law court?

TEE PREMIER: The intention was
that the law of ultra vires should apply.

MR. DAGLISH: Should not the in-
spector be empowered to take wit!h him
an interpreter, when dealingwith Chinese?

THE PREMIER: That power could be
dispensed with. If several Chinese were
employed, an inspector who understood
the language mnight be appointed for the
time being. It would not be wise to
insert a provision that the inspector
should be accompanied by an interpreter.

MRx. DAGLISH: The question might
arise in connection with Italians.

MR. NANSON: The inspector was
given wide powers as to entry, and if the
inspector was allowed to take an inter-
preter with him, that would not give the
interpreter similar powers. If the inter-
preter entered he would be liable to an
action at law. It would be better if the
Premier recast the clause. There might
be a provision that if an interpreter
accompanied an inspector, that interpreter
should have the same status and powers
as an inspector for the time.

THE PREMIER promised to look into
the clause.

Clause passed.
Clause 19-Occupiers to allow entry

and inspection:
MR. THOMAS moved that in line 2 of

Subelause 1, between " all " and " time,"
the word " reasonable " be inserted.

Amendment passed.
'MR. HIGHAM moved that the follow-

ing be inserted as Suhelause 3:
In the event of any inspector disclosing to

any person, except for the purposes of this Act,
any information calulated. to injure the occu-
pier of a factory, he may be fined in a sum not

exceeding fifty pounds sterling, and be other-
wise dealt with a" the Minister may diret.
This provided for a penalty if an inspector
disclosed any information calculated to
injure the occupier of a factory.

Amendment passed.
Mx. THOMAS moved that at the end

of the new sub-clause there be added:
"provided he shall be dismissed." If an

inspetor was put into a place of trust
addivulged information which would

injure an occupier, the inspector should
be dismissed.

MR. HASTIEI: He should be disqualified
for life.

Ma. THOMAS: An inspector would
be sworn to secrecy, and if he divulged
information, then he should be dismissed.

THE CHAIRMAN: The addition of the
words would not make the subclause
sense. Better move the amendment on
recommittal.

Amendment withdrawn.
Clause as amended agreed to.
Clause 20-Agreed to.
Clause 21-Records to be kept in

factory:
MR. MORAN: It would take some

time to get this information together.
If the provision was in accordance with
the usual legislation in a Factories Act, he
had no objection to it.

THE PREMIER said he did not think
that any difficulty would arise.

Clause passed.
On motion by the PREMIER, progress

reported and leave given to sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at twelve min-

utes after 83 o'clock, am. (Thursday).
until the afternoon.


